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,
"You young rascal! Is this what I am paying you for?" exclaimed broker Dubois, angrily, seizing
·
his messenger by the coll~r. and shaking him as .a terrier would a rat . The
boy's satchel flew open, discharging a shower of coin .
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·oN THE WING
OR

The Young Mercury of Wall Street
By A SELF-MADE rlAN.
actually go up nearly twenty-six points, and Bob made
$250."
CHAPTER I.
"I congratulate you, Mr. Ha.r ker," said Miss Havens,
smilingly.
BOB HARKER AND OTHERS.
"Thanks; but please don't call me Mr. Harker. Plain
"Bob, this is Miss Havens," said Mildred Snow, the Bob is good enough. You see, everybody calls me Bob.
This is the first time I've been addressed as Mr. Harker in
office stenographer.
"Pleased to make your acquaintance, Miss Havens," a dog's age."
"Pray what is a dog's age, Mr.-I mean, Bob?" laughed
said Bob Harker, Mr. Northrup's messenger boy.
Eva Havens, a pretty brunette, smiled and nodded at Miss Havens.
"A dog's age? •Well, now you've got me. I suppose it's
the good-looking boy.
She was stenographer for Old Mudgett, as he was call- the age of a dog."
"But what is the age of a dog?" persisted Eva.
ed, a Wall Street trader whose office was on the same floor
stock
Northrup,
"I give it up. A dog's age, I judge, is the length of
William
with
of the 'l'ru~t Building
worked.
time he lives, which depends on his luck. I simply used
broker, with whom Bob and Miss Snow
for
the expression because my friend, Freddy Parks, uses it."
8he had dropped in to get her lunch with Mildred,
"Is Freddy Parks a messenger boy, too?" asked Miss
the two girls had lately become quite chummy.
"Bob Harker is one of the lucky boy&," laughed Mil- Havens.
dred. "Yes. He works for Dunston Dubois, No. - Wall
street. Freddy is a smart boy." "Indeed,'' said Miss Havens, with an air of interest.
"I'll bet he isn't as smart as somebody I know," put in
"Yes. He's been saving up his money for some time,
tc see how much he could gather together, I suppose, when Mildred, with a roguish smile.
"Who is that?" asked Bob, looking at her.
the other day he got an idea in his head that 0. & S.
"Oh, you want to know too much, Bob."
stock was going to rise. So he bought ten shares on a
"I don't believe anybody can know too much," retorted
ten per cent. margin, which I should call a very risky
operation for a messenger boy, or anyone else for that Bob.
"Don't you? I think they can, sometimes."
matter whose capital was very small like Bob's. You
I want to know who this person is who in your
Bob?"
"Well,
you,
didn't
72,
at
bought the stock
smarter than Freddy Parks. I've got a dollar
is
opinion
"That's right," nodded Bob.
he isn't."
that
bet
to
"Well, wlmt do you think, Eva? If that stock didn't
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"Mr. Mudget wouldn't like to hear you call him by that
"Bet your small change first, Bob."
Mr-, that is Bob," laughed Miss Havens.
name,
"How much do you want to bet? A nickel?"
"Why, that's what everybody ~alls him. He's ancient
"I don't want to bet at all."
enough, even if he does dress like a elude."
"I tholight I'd make you back down."
"I never see him but I think of a baboon," chuckled
"I'm not backing down. The boy I think smarter than
Freddy.
)'t)ur friend Ftec1cly spells his name Robert Harker."
"Aren't you ashamed of yourself, Freddy Parks?" cried
"Come now; no jollying, Mildred."
"I'm not jollying you. I'm only telling the truth. Mildred.
.
Can't I have my opini~n ?"
''No! I'll leave it to Miss Havens if I ain't right. If
here."
is
B:avens
Miss
because
that
"You only say
she works for him she ought to know."
so."
thought
always
"No such thing. I've
• Eva Havens, however, remainecl discreetly silent.
Eva.
smiled
Mr.-Bpb,"
"You ought to feel flattered,
"What brought you over here, Fr~ddy?" asked Bob.
"Want to· see me?"
"Oh, she's just giving me a close of taffy."
"Why, the idea!" ejaculatecl Mild1•ec1. "Now, Bob, be
"Yep. I want to tell you something good."
a good boy ancl take these cups out into the other room."
"I'm always 'ready to hear something good. What is
"I clon't mind doing .that for you," replied the boy, tak- it?"
ing up the two cups the girls hacl been clrinking tea out o:ll
"Come outside and I'll tell you."
•
ancl canying them off.
"Can't you tell me be.fore the girls?"
"Bob is one of the nicest boys in the Street," remarked
"Nope. This is something that mustn't get around."
Miss Snow as soon as the young messenger was out of
"Why, clo you think we' cl tell, Freddy?" asked Mildred.
earshot.
"A girl couldn't keep a secret to save her life," replied
"Yes, I think he is very polite ancl-good looking."
Freddy.
"Shall I tell him what you have said?" smiled Milclred.
"I like that," exclaimed Miss Snow. "We ought to feel
;'Oh, no, no; not for anything," criecl Miss Havens in a highly complimented, oughtn't we, Eva?"

{lanfo.

"So you've got a secret to tell me?" said Bob.
"He'd take it as quite a compliment, coming from you."
"Yep."
M.ld cl "W cl 't
h
B b,,
"R
"But I don't want you to tell him. I wouldn't have
e on care
un a1ong, o , 1aug ec1 I re .
ld ,,
I ·d th t f tl
.
h nn know sm
a or. 1e wor .
. , t o 1'now F1re ddy' s secre t ."
"'rhen I won't tell him, of course. So you really thmk
"I'll bet you'd like to know all right," grinnecl Freddy,
he's nice?"
"You can't trap me into any more confessions, Mil- as he and Bob walked away.
"Well, what is this mysterious communication ?" asked
dred," laughed Eva.
as soon as they were in the waiting-room.
Bob,
· "Why, I'm not trying to trap you into anything."
got a tip at last," whispered Fredcly.
"I've
"I don't know about that. I'm afraid you're very arton the market?" asked Bob, with some interest.
tip
"A
ful."
A real Simon-pure, Al copper-fastened pointer.
"Yep.
"The idea l Me artful? Just as if I was," repliecl Miss
You've got $75 or $80, haven't you?" he asked.
Snow, assuming an injured expression.
Bob hadn't told Freddy that he had macle a haul of
"What are you two scrapping over now?" askecl Bob,
$250 in o. & s.
returning at the moment.
"Yes, I've got that easy enough," nodded Bob.
"We're not scrapping," answered :Milclrecl. "Girls don't
have 1. I've got as much as $100."
"So
do s~ch things."
lucky. Most messenger boys haven't a hundred
"You're
imita~
"Oh; they don't, eh? I've seen some pretty good
pay days."
between
ti~ns, then. Hello, there's F1'eddy now. Corne in, Parks, .cents
you to go in with me on L. & D."
want
I
"Well,
and show yourself."
"What is doing in L. & D. ?" asked Bob, curiously.
Freddy Parks, a sprightly young lad, a year Bob's ju"Nothing yet; but just you wait. It's ruling at 55 tonibr, came grinning down to that corner of the countingclay. Next week it will be--"
room.
"What?"
the
leave
you
Can't
Bob?
here,
in
doing
you
"What
"It will be higher; all right. Perhaps, 65."
girls alone?"
"What makes yo11 think it will?"
"Miss Havens, this is my friencl, Freddy Parks," said
Freddy gave an expressive wink.
Bob.
heaTd something."
"I've
then
and
grin,
Freddy bobbed his heacl with another
did you hear?" .
"What
winked at Miss Snow, whom he knew pretty well.
"I heard that a syndicate has been formed to boss it."
"New stenographer?" he ·asked.
"Oh, you did?"
"Noj Freddy. We've got all the stenographers we want
"Yep," replied Freddy, confidently.
in Miss Snow. Miss Havep.s works for old Mudgett on
did you come to hear it?"
"liow
Bob.said
this floor,"
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"The members had a meeting in our office this morn- I He was an orphan·· and lived with his only sister, a
dressmaker in a small Harlem flat.
ing."
He had been born and brought up in New York, and
"S'pose they did. They didn't call you inside and tell
had never been further away from the metropolis than
you what they were going to do, did they?"
Newark, New Jersey.
"I guess not."
Mr. Northrup considered him an unusually bright boy
"Then how did you find out?"
"Oh, I've got ways of finding out things/' chuckled and a smart messenger, and placed implicit confidence in
his integrity.
Freddy.
"Bob" said Mr. Northrup on the morning following
"I suppose that's none of my business, eh ?'i
"It w~uldn't do you any_~ood to ~now. As long as I l l!'reddy 'Parks's r_evelation of' the tip he claimed to have
acquired, "take this note to the office of Bailey & Demp. .
go~, the tip that ought to satisfy y~u..
How can I tell whether your tip is worth anythmg Ob: sey, and hand it to Mr. Bailey. There may be an answer."
"Yes, sir," replied Bob, promptly.
not?"
He put on his hat and departed on hts errand.
"You can take my word for it."
· th e 1\..-·11
Ba1·1 ey & D empsey ' s offi ce was m
enough,
well
mean
may
"That's all right, .Freddy. You
lh1 s Bm·1d·mg,
,,
and Bob made a beeline for Broad street.
but you may be foolmg yourself.
"I'm not fooling myself, don't you worry. I'm going to 1 He took the elevator for the fourth floor as soon as he
/
buy twenty shares of L. & D. on margin right away. reached the Mills Buildin"0 and a minute later stepped
'
That'll cost me $110. That's nearly the e;...i:ent of my out on the corridor.
t· d l'ttl ld
N
,
f
d
t
t
h
A
I
unless
money
my
all
risk
I'd
suppose
don't
You
pile.
s e s ar e or 10om o.· -, 11e no ice a i e Q
. ?"
knew wl13 t I was domg.
al d
]
. .
. t k . W 11 gentleman walkmg m a somewhat unsteac y manner iea
h
h d th
"W .
1 mis
f .
a es m a
JSer ea s an yours ave mace
0 1
I 't h .
tl b t l . l tt· d I d
Hum.
Street, Freddy."
u e air,
wld
e was nea y u p am yf a ue ,· 13 snow
"Th at' s no th·mg t o do w1'th me an d th·is t'ip. W'll
f
· 1 you
and appeared to be rather eeble, eit11er Tom o age or
. ?"
.
b a·1 · fi ·t
come m on 1t.
8
.
ome 0 1 Y 111 rm1. Y·
"I'll have to think about it."
"If you don't think mighty quick, you'll be out of it, I I _Just before Bob came up to him the old g~ntl<ioman
i slipped on the marble floor and went down heavily.
can tell you that."
: He lay there perfectly helpless.
not
funeral
my
be
will
it
then
Freddy·
"All ri"ht
0
'l'here was no. on~ else in the corridor at the time, and
'
'
'
yours."
rushed tc, his aid.
Bob
next
wish
1
1
'
you
<lollarR
"If you miss it I'll bet you nine
me to help you up, sir," he sa.id politely, bending
"Allow
week you hadn't."
"Can't you give me any more information on the sub- clown and placing his strong arm under the old gentleJ man's shoulders.
ject ?"
"I'll tell you this much: Mr. Dubois called me into his . "Thank you, my lad, thank you," replied the whiteprivate room to send me on an errand, and I heard the six haired man gratefully. "I am so:ry to trouble you, but I
big traders in there talking among t~emselves. I heard am not vcr~ str?ng and I am afraid I have had a shock.. I
enough to show me that they were going to boom L. & D." !tad no busmess to ventur: out of the h.ouse. My s~~ will
"I suppose your boss is goino" to <lo the buying, or some be very much provoked with me for domg so; but its my
way. "
of it?"
Bob gently assisted him on his feet, and SU:tJported his
"I guess he is. That's his business, isn't it?"
limbs, which seemed almost unable to hold
"That's right. Well, I'll let you know whether I will trembling
him up.
take advantage of this pointer of yours or not, Freddy."
His bands shook as he laid them on the boy's arms.
"I'm going to buy to-morrow."
"I'm afraid," he said, in shaky tones, "that I'll have to
"We can buy separately, can't we?"
ask you to assist rne ,as far as my son's office."
"Of course we can, only I thought it would be petter if
"I will do that with pleasure," an8Wered Bob. "Take
we both went in together. Well, think it over. I've got your time. I will see that you get there all right. What
to get back to the office. I wouldn't be loafing here if it is the number of the room?"
wasn't that the mar~et is quiet."
"No.-," he said. "1Iy son's name is Wilford Staples
Bob promised to give the matter his immediate attenIt is on the door. He i~ a stock broker. l\Iy name is Godtion, and Freddy went away.
frey Staples. I was a brnker for fifty years myself and a
member of the Exchange for over forty years. I am 85
CHAPTER II.
years of age. I shall be very glad to know your name,
ROB PERFORMS A KINDLY ACTION AND MAKES A FRIEND. young man. You are exceedingly. kind to me, and I shall
Bob Harker had been working nearly two years for nut forget it-neither will my son after r have told him.''
"My name is Robert Harker, sir."
William Northrup.

I
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and I hope you will oblige him by calling on us whenever
you can make it convenient to do so."
"Thank you, sir. I will if Mr. Wilford is really anxious
for me to do so."
"I am anxious, Robert," said the old gentleman. "You
have done me a great service, and '1 don't want to lose
sight of you. It is not improbable that I can be of assistance to you in the future, and it would give me great
pleasure to c1o you a favor some day. I lik~ your face.
You are a bright, energetic and capable lad. The time
may come when a little influence at your back would be of
great advantage to you."
"I am much obliged to you for your suggestion, Mr.
Wilford; but I hope I shall be able to push mysel£ ahead
without any help from others.. I am ambitious to succeed
through my own efforts alone. I think there is more
satisfaction in that."
want to intro_duce Y?U ~o my son.''.
The old gentleman noclcled approvingly.
So Bob assisted him mto the private office.
"The sentiment does you creuit, Robert" he said· "but
.. "Wl~y: :atber_!" exclai~ed a ha~dsome m_an of. perhaps · nevertheless it is of advantage to any you~g man t~ have
fifty, nsmo hastily from his desk. What brmgs )OU down a friend to call upon in the moment of need."
here in your condition? Really this is very imprudent on
"Where are you employed, Harker?" asked Wilford
your part."
Staples.
~
He took charge of the old gentleman and led him to a
Bob told him.
leather-upholstered lounge.
I
The broker made a note of the fact.
"I had a. fall in the corridor," said old Mr. Staples.
"A fall!" exclaimed Wilford Staples, anxiously. "I
Then Bob took his leave and delivered bis note to Mr.
hope you didn't hurt yourself."
IBailey, whose office was at the further end of the corridor.
"I' shall be all right presently, Wilford. This young' Mr. Bailey scribbled a reply and handed it to the young
.
messenger, who then le.ft.
man, Robert Harker, was so kind as to come to my aid· at
•rurning into the main corridor, he ran against another
once. I don't think I could have reached the office but for
messenger with such force that both went to the floor and
his strong arm. I want you to thank him and remember
their notes went flying.
him." .
Wilford Staples turned around and grasped Bob by the
"What did vou do that for?" snarled the other messenhand.
ger, an ill-natured looking boy named Ben Pixley, who
"You have conferred a great favor on me by assisting worked for the brokerage firm of Blumstein & Co., whose
· f a ther. ,,
I office was in the Vanderpool Building, in Exchange Place.
my
"Don't mention it, sir," replied Bob. "It gave me
"I didn't see _You," retorted Bob. "I think it's as much
great pleasure to be able to do what I did for him."
your fault as mi~e."
Bob's answeT, as well as his bright and cheerful de- , "I believe you done it on purpose," said Pixley. "I've
meano'r, produced a very favorable impression on the stock a great mind to punch you in the eye."
broker.
"I wouldn't try it," replied Bob coolly.
"I hope I shall be able to do something for you in re"Do you think you kin lick me?" asked Pixley, belligerturn, Harker," he said.
ently, as he stooped and picked up the envelope nearest to
"I am much obliked to you, sir; but I don't think there him.
is anything you can do for me at present."
"I'm not thinking anything about it," answered Bob,
"In the future, then. Here is my card. I shall be very walking over toward the other envelope, which lay a
happy to have you come and see me, if only for a few min- couple of yards away.
utes, once in a while."
"You be~ter not," replied Pixley, who then started off
"Give him our address, Wilford," put in the old gentle- and presently disappeared into a nearby office.
man. "I don't get downtown very often. I should like to
"This isn't my envelope," said Bob, as soon as he had
have him call and see me occasionally."
it in his hand. "It's addressed to-why, the flap is open
"You hear what my father ~ays ?" remarked the broker. and there's nothing in it."
"Let me hav;e that card a moment." ·
/ He . looked arou'i'tc1 on the :floor anc1 sa.w a white card
Bob handed it back to him and, he wrote something .in . lying there.
pencil on ,the - b~ck of it.
.
·
' .·
.
\ . "~fayl;e that dropped out of it," he said, stooping and
"There, that is where we hve. ·Father re.sides with me,. pickrng it up. ·
"You are working in this vicinity, I presume-a messenger perhaps?"
"Yes, sir. I work for William Northrup, stock broker,
No. - Wall street."
They were now opposite the door of Wil:forc1 Staples's
office.
•
Bob turn~d the knob anc1 ushered the old gentleman
inside.
' "I suppose I can't do anything more :for you, sir," said
the young messt)nger, preparing to take · his leave.
"Don't go for· a few moments," said the old gentleman,
detaining him. "Is my son in his room?" he asked the
office boy who came forward.
·
.
I
''Yes, sir."
"Is he engaged?"
"No, sir."
"Come inside with me," he said, turning t 0 B 0 b· "T
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"It's good for a ten-point rise as far as I can see, for it
On the card, written in Htrge legible handwriting was
ought to go back to 65 anyway when the market gets bullthe following :
ish. This syndicate scheme, however, is sure to hasten
"Friend Ed.-Have just learned that the McAlpine matters and cause it to rise five or ten points above that
·Crowd is about to corner L. & D. That means a boom. point. Yes, I guess I'll buy at once and get the cream.
Our firm is going to do some of the buying and booming. Let others have the skimmed milk who get in on the deal
Tom."
late."
Get in on the ground floor.
Bob, however, didn't have a chance to go to a certain
little bank in Nassau street that made a specialty of engiBob read the brief communication.
"L. & D.," he muttered. "That's the stock Freddy was neering deals for small investors until after the Exchange
telling me about. This seems to confirm his story. Gee! had closed for the day.
'rhe brokerage department of this bank was open until
What have I been doing? I have no right to be reading
the confidential communications o.f 0U1er people. I didn't four o'clock for the accommodation of customers who were
think what I was doing. That collision must have knocked unable to place their next day's orders' during Exchange
my senses enclwisc. However, it can't be helped now. I business hours.
/
As Bob had only lately closed his first deal at a profit
can't say that l'm not glad to have Freddy's statement
with the bank, the margin clerk recognized him when he
backed up."
He hastily .returned the card to the envelope and man-· presented himself at the window in the reception-room.
"Back again, I see," he said with a business-like smile.
aged to stick the flap.
"I must return this to that messenger and g~t my own "What is it this time?"
"It's fift.v shares of L. & D.," replied Bob, promptly.
·
envelope. What office did he go in anyway?"
"Expect you have another winner, eh?"
As if in answer to his question, he heard a door slam
"Sure, or you wouldn't see me here."
and footsteps hurriedly approach.
In another moment Pixley bounced around the corner I "Let me see," said the clerk, consulting a printed sheet
of the day's transactions at the Exchange. "L. & D.
in a rush.
at 55 7-8. Our representative may have to pay 56.
closed
him.
to
The moment he saw Bob he rushed up
"Here you, you've got my envelope. Why didn't you We'll figure it at that. It will cost you $280 margin."
"All right," replied Bob. "Here you are."
pick up the right one?"
The clerk counted the money and handed him a memHe snatched his own out of Bob's hand, tossed the other
orandum of the transaction.
at Bob and retraced his steps.
Bob put it in his vest pocket, left the bank and took the
"He's mighty polite, I don't think," said Bob, picking
up the envelope which had dropped on the floor. "Some elevated train•for home.
Next morning he told Miss Snow in confidence that he
day I may have to teach him good manners."
With these words, Bob left the building with his had gone into another speculative venture.
"I'm sorry to hear it," she replied. "You've got the
thoughts engrossed upon the coming boom in L. & D.
Wall Street fever by winning that $250. You will probably lose your money this time."
"Don't you believe it, Mildred," replied Bob, confidently. "I'm going to win more than $250 this time."
CHAPTER III.
"I should like to think so, for I take an interest in you,
BOB GETS A FALL, BUT SAVES A LITTLE GIRL FROM A WORSE Bob, and don't want to see you drop your money in the
hole where thousands of hopeful people have lost theirs;
ONE.
but the chances are all against you. You ought to know
After delivering Mr. Bailey's reply to Mr. Northrup, that yourself without me telling you so."
"The chances are not so much against me as you may
Bob came out into the reception-room.
There were no customers in the room at the moment, thi'nk. I heard fr6m good authority that there is going
and so the boy took advant~ge of the fact to look at the t.> be a boom in L. & D. and I am willing to risk my money
on the reliability of my information."
tape in the ticket basket.
"Who told you that L. & D. was going to rise? The
After going back a yard or two he came to the latest
market has been very unsteady since the recent slump in
quotation of L. & D.
values right after you realized that $250."
The last sale was 800 shares at 55 3-8.
"Never mind who told me, Mildred. The pointer was
"I've money enough to buy fifty shares," he mused. "I
all right, for I had it confirmed yesterday in a singular
think I'll take the risk, for it looks like a sure thing."
He looked up the record of the stock for a fortnight manner. Just keep an eye on L. & D. I bought it at 56.
. pai:it and found that L. & D. had been going down steadily That's a very low figure fo,r the stock. My principle is to
from around 65, which, on further investigation, seemed buy low and sell high, and the difference between is what
I rake in, see?"
to have been its normal value.

I
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"l sec,'' laughed the girl, ''and it would be very nice if
it always worked out in the right way. But it doesn't,
thafs why so . many people leave their money with the
brokers."
Here Bob heard his bell ring in the reception-room. and
he hurried into Mr. Northrup's room to see what his emplayer wanted.
He had several letters he wanted Bob to deliver, so the
boy got his hat and was soon on t!1e street.
One of the letters was addressed to a man in the Bowling Green Building and Bob got rid of the others befor~
he started for the foot of Broadway.
As he was hurrying past the upper end of the railed
enclosure known as Bowling Green Park something suddenly struck his hat and sent it flying into the street.
Before he started to recover his headgear he looked to
see who had thrown the missile, and saw Ben Pixley's
homely face grinning at him from the walk inside the
railing.
Now Bob had never seen Pixley to his knowledge until
the day previous, when the two boys had collided in the
corridor of the Mills Building; but Ben's manner had been
so offensive on that occasion as to cause Bob to take a dislike to him.

1

''l'll remembe'r you the first chance I get," he said,
angrily.
"Why don't you punch him in the snoot, Pixley," said
Ben's companion, who was evidently a boy of his own
stump.
"You kin remember me if you want to," replied Ben,
flippantly. "I'd just as soon lick yon as anyone else.''
"You'll talk in a different--"
That's as far as Bob got, when Pixley suddenly shoved
his smaller companion against him, causing Harker to
stagger back, slip and fall on the sidewalk.
The other boy tripped over his legs and pitched for~ard
against the end of an apple vendor's pushcart drawn up
alongside the curb.
The concussion tlislodged the stick that supported the
end of the two-wheeled vehicle, the cart tipped, carrying
i.he boy with it, and the apples at the other end were propelled into the air and £ell in a shower against the heads
of a pair of horses attached to a. basket cart in which a
handsomely dressed little girl was seated.
The horses were frightenetl and began to back around,
tilting the carriage over the curb.

The child screamed and was thrown out.
Bob, however, had scrambled to his feet just in time to
When he found that it was that disagreeable youth who catch the little girl and save her from an ugly fall.
had shied a rotten apple at him that had hit his hat he
was considerably nettled, ·and, being a plucky youth, he
determined to have it out with the chap then and there,
though Pixley was larger than himself and looked fairly
CHAPTER IV.
tough.
PiHey, however, didn't wait to see what would happen,
BOB MAKES HIS FIRST $1,000.
for as soon as Bob turned to get his hat he.hastened away.
Bob looked after his reheating figure and concluded
Pixley, aghast at the havoc he was responsible for, and
not to follow him.
tlreading the consequences, ran into the basement of the
As he was evidently connected with the Wall Street distelegraph building, while the Italian vendor grabbed the
trict, Bob £gured that he was bound to see him again.
boy who had upset the cart and began to belabor him with
So he went on and delivered 11is last letter on the third
his nsts.
floor of the Bowling Green Building.
A crowd quickly collected, and in the midst of the conOn his way back up Broad street he saw Pixley talking
the basket-cart team dashed off down toward Beaver
fusion
to a boy in front of the Cable Building.
I
street.
He walked right up to him.
To add to the general confusion a lady who had just
"What did you throw that apple at me for?" he deat the entrance to the Cable Building uttered a
appeared
manded, with a resolute air.
and fainted on the steps.
scream
shrill
"What's the matter with you?" retorted Ben, glaring at
cried the frightened girl, strugmammal"
"Mamma,
Bob.
"You know what's the matter with me. You knocked gling in Bob's arms.
"I'll take you to your mamma," said Bob, setting the
my hat off with a rotten apple down at Bowling Green
down and taking her by the hand.
child
for?"
Park a little while ago. What did you do it
was well done, young man," said a stout broker,
"That
"Oh, rats!" replied Pixley, with a derisive grin.
"If it wasn't that I didn't want to have a mix-up right stepping up and clapping the young messenger on the
back. "You saved that little girl from a bad fall. Dear
here on the street I'd make you apologize."
"Apologize nothin','' replied Bob, insolently. "I owed me,'' he added, "I believe thast is Mr. Staples's grandyou that for bumpin' into me yesterday mornin' in the daughter."
Mills Buildin'. You ought to be glad I let you off so
"Do you mean Broker Staples, of the Mills Building?"
easily. I ought to knock the sfoffin' out of you."
asked Bob in surpris.e.
Bob's eyes :flashed fire and his fists unconsciously
"Yes."
clenched.
"Take me to mamma/' interrupted the child.
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"All right," said Bob. "I suppose that's your mamma \ ment that a couple of men, in response to the lady's reon the steps."
. quest, started to look around for Bob.
There was a small crowd around the lady who was reOne of the a.fternoon papers had the incident well discovering her senses.
played in its news columns, printing Bob's name in full,
"My child!" she cried frantically, struggling to rise.
and giving a p·art of the cause that had led to the little
"Here she is, ma'am," said Bob, pushing a passage girl's mishap.
through the people on the steps.
From this story, which the young messenger read later
The lady saw her daughter instantly and grabbed her on, he learned that the name of the little girl he had
. in her arms.
saved from a fall was Bessie Wood, daughter of Ferdinand
Then Bob turned away, intending to return to his office, Wood, an architect.
but was stopped by a newspaper reporter who happened to
Freddy Parks also read the s~ory on his way home, and
be on the scene and had observed the whole occurrence. . his eyes opened very wide indeed when he saw that Bob
"Will you oblige me with your name, young man?" he Harker was mentioned as the hero of the episode.
asked, drawing out his notebook.
"Why, he never told me anything about his having a
"What for?" asked Bob.
hand in it. There must be some mistake, or else-just
"I'm a reporter for the---."
wait till I see him to-morrow. I'll give him Hail Columbia
"I don't want to get into print," objected the boy.
for keeping me in the dark."
"That won't hurt you," laughed the reporter. "I'll
And he did, but before Bob saw him two gentlemen, one
treat you well."
of whom he recognized as Wilford Staples, entered the
Bob gave him his name, occupation and place of busi- office about half-past nine next morning.
ness, and one or two other particulars, and then the newsThe broker rushed up to him and seized him by the
papet man let him go.
hand.
At that moment Fr.eddy Parks c.ame along and caught
"Robert Harker, how shall I thank you for saving my
Bob by the arm.
little granddaughter yesterday from what might have
"What's the excitement around here?" he asked.
proved a serious accident?"
"A boy upset an apple cart for one thing," replied Bob,
"I hope you won't--" began Bob, when the other
"and there was a runaway for another. Then a woman interrupted him.
fainted, I believe, and-that is all, I guess."
"Robert, this is Mr. Wood, my son-in-law and Bessie's
"I heard someone say that a little girl was thrown out\ father. He has come to express his thanks to you also.
of the carriage-that's her, isn't it, with the lady on the Ferdinand, this is the boy who saved--"
steps of the Cable Building?-and that a boy saved her."
"I can't thank you enough, my lad, £or your presence
"Yes, I believe sotnelhing like that happened."
of mind," said Mr. Wood, feelingly. "My daughter might
"How did the runaway occur?"
have been seriously hurt, or even killed, but £or your
"The upsetting oi the apple cart frightened the horses." timely interference in her behalf. Words can't half ex"How came the boy to upset the cart? Did he do it on press my gratitude to you."
purpose?"
Both gentlemen fairly overwhelmed Bob with verbal
w~fo, he couldn't help it."
evidences of their appreciation of the signal service he
"Why couldn't he help it?"
had rendered them and assured him that they were his
"He trippBd over another boy's legs."
friends for life.
'iYou saw the whole thing, did ·you?"
Bob declared afterward to Mr. Northrup, when that
"I saw most of it."
!gentleman spoke to him about the affair, that he didn't
"I wi h l'd seen it. I'm on the street about half my j mind doing anyone a service, but he hated to be thanked
time, and I never see anything.''
so much for it.
"Don't worry. You'll sec an account of it in the paper.
On the following day Bob received an elegant diamond
There was a reporter arottrtd here a moment ago."
! scarfpin from Mr. Wood.
.
"Wa<; that the reporter you were talking to?"
j During the next few. clays there wasn't much doing in
"It was."
! the stock market, although a great many shares of L. & D.
"I thought so. He had a notebook in his hand. Were I exchanged hands and the price went up to 58.
you giving him points?"
On ·Monday morning, however, the market took a brace,
"Yes."
all of the prominent stocks advanced a little, and L. & D.
"I think I'd rather be a reporter than a nlessenger."
went to 61.
"You'd make a good one."
(!What did I tell you," said Freddy, beamingly. "Don't
"What makes you think I would?"
you feel sorry now that you didn't go in with me on that
uyou can ask more questions in five minuteR than any- stock?"
one I know. Come on,. are you going back to Wall street?"
"How do you know that I'm not in on it anyway?" said
"Yep."
Bob.
The two boys started up Broad street at the "i/ery mo"Did you buy some shares?"
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In fact, as he afterward told his sister, he had a swell
"I did."
time and enjoyed himself hugely.
"How many?"
He showed her a valuable diamond ring that Mr. God"As many as I could raise the margin to cover."
frey Staples had presented to him in grateful apprecia"Then you got ten or fifteen."
tion of the service the boy had Tendered him that day in
"I didn't get over 50."
the Mills Building.
Freddy took his reply as a joke.
Eva Havens ancl Bob Harker had taken a great shine to
"Well, hold on £or a fifteen-point rise anyway," he said.
other, though neither was willing to admit the fact.
each
good
a
make
'll
u
yo_
and
do,
to
going
am
I
what
"That's
Bob couldn't very well call in to see her at old Mudhaul."
"I'll hold on till I think I'd better sell," he said. "Your gctt's office, as he had no business there, but Eva managed
frequency,
tip was a pretty good one, Freddy. I wish I had a thous- to come to Mr. Northrup's office with growing
Snow.
Mildred
with
lunch
to
ostensibly
and to put into it."
The young messenger usually managed to be present
"Bet your life it was a good one. I wish ..I had five
they were eating; that is, unless business called him
while
thousand to put into it."
that
Next day things began to get lively around the L. & D. out of the office, and it was soon patent to Mildred
Eva was the great attraction.
8tandard in the Exchange.
Old Mudgett was considered a crank by his half a dozen
1 umbers of brokers had buying orders for the stock,
employees.
ancl in their endeavors to get it the bidding raised the
1
The only way they could get back at him was making
price to 66, much to Bob's and Freddy's satisfaction.
at him behind his back because of his dudish appeari;un
Bob called the stenographer's attention to the rise in
ance.
l he stock he had bol\gh_h
It certainly did look funny .for a man of his seventy
"I told you 1 was going to make more than $250 this years to dress as he did, but then that was his business.
trip. So far I'm $500 ahead. I wouldn't be sm;prised if I
He had been in the Street as long as anyone could
cleared $1,000."
remember.
"I'm glad to hear it," replied Mildred. "You seem to
Some of the traders said he was the oldest active membe a lucky boy.''
ber of the Exchange.
At any rate, he was the most remarkable figure on the
"Ifs a good thing to be lucky," laughed Bob, walking
away.
floor.
On "'ec1nesday the excitement connected with the rise
He was reputed to be worth a number of millions and
incrcaocd anu L. & D. was quoted at 72 at the close of the loaned a good deal of his money out on call.
day'o proceedings.
He was known to be very conservative as to his private
Next day it went to 80.
operations.
On Friday Freddy sold out at 82, clearing over $300,
He always refused to take part in any clique to corner
but the price kepi on going up.
a stock, though his funds would have made him a desirable
'\'hen it reached 86 Bob ordered his shares sold.
partner in such an enterprise.
His sole and emphatic answer to all such invitations
They fetched 86 3-8, and he realized a trifle over $1,000.
Then he told his sister about the deal and astonished was that he made it a practice to always control his own
her with a present of $100, which was a very welcome money, and that he did not propose to involve himself in
the financial problems of otheT people.
addition to her small income.
Taken altogether, he was a pretty foxy old trader, and
when he tlold any stock short, if the fact became known,
others followed suit, for the market was pretty certain to
CHAPTER V.
take a slump on i~mediate after.
Bob hacl had a run-in with him once in the corridor on
THE MISSING BROKER;
which their offices were located, and Mr. Mudgett had
since entertained a standing dislike for the boy.
Bob Harker was now worth something over $1,200, all
That furnished an additional reason for Bob to give the
made within a couple of months through two lucky. deals old man's office a wide berth, no matter how anxious 'he
in the stock market; and he felt proportionately elated.
might be to make a sly call on Miss Havens.
The next clay was Sunday, and he had promised to call
Mr. Mudgett had one excellent business feature-he
at the home of Wilford Staples and take dinner with the never failed to keep an engagement of any kind unless he
family.
was confined to his home by illness.
Wood,
Ferdinand
Mr.
On the Monda.v following Bob's visit to the home of the
When he arrived there he found
Staples Mr. Mudgett failed to show up at his office, alhis wii'e and little Bessie.
He was warmly welcomed, ma<le much of, and seated though he had a very important engagement wiLh a firm
I that hoped to borrow half a million from him.
near the head of the table as the. guest of honor.
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As interest rates happened to be high then, it was pretty been reported long befor!:J this. He has simply disapeertain that the old man wouldn't have stayed away from peared, as if he had vanished off the face of the earth."
"Lots of people have done that," remarked the stenoghis office that day if be could by any means have got there.
Mr. Mudget't was one of the few brokers, probably the rapher. "Sometirµes they turn up again weeks or months,
only one of his dass, who did ·not have telephone connec- or not till years afterward, and then it is discovered that
they suffered from a temporary loss of memory which
tion between his house and his office.
He declared that he had no use for a private wire, for caused them to forget .their own identity until recollecit was only at rare intervals that he was forced to remain tion returned -and they were astonished to find themselve-s
away from his office, and on such occasions the messenger living a different life, maybe in another part of the country. Many such cases have been reported from time to
service was good enough for him.
•
He didn't like- to. talk over a wire anywa3;-he couldn't time in the newspapers."
"Mudgett is old enough to go off his mind that way,"
hear very well, and he didn't want anybody else to hear.
for him, even his niece with whom he lived, and who re- replied Bob. ~'Still he is suc'h a remarkable looking old
port said had been made his heir because she was willing gentleman that I should think he would be noticed anyt6 remain single and minister to his wants and eccentrici- where if he was wandering around. The papers to-morrow
will be sure to publish the story of his disappearance, and
,
ties.
The gentlemen who were anxious to bo.rrow the half then maybe news will come in from the provinces, that is
million even at a high rate of interest called at the ap- the country."
The afternoon . papers had a brief paragraph. to the
pointed hour and were told that Mr. Mudgett had not
that the old broker was unaccountably missing since
effect
come dow.ntown yet.
They waited ~alf an hour in vain and then said they leaving his home that morning.
'rhis was repeated in the next morning's papers, one of
·
would return later.
They came back in an hour, but received the same an- the "yellow journals" giving some space· to the case under
the caption of "Mysterious Disappearance of a Wall Street
swer as before.
As time was precious with them, they had to look up the Broker."
Several of Wednesday's papers contained an advertise.
loan elsewhere.
In the meantime some other business exigency obliged I ment offering a reward of $500 for information leading to
the cashier of the office to send a messenger to Mr. Mud-! the present whereabouts of Broker Mudgett, and the fact
was noticed and commented on in the news columns of all
gett's house.
He brought back an answer from Miss Henderson, Mr. the afternoon papers.
The reward was offered by Miss Henderson.
Mudgett's niece, that the old gentleman had left the house
Nothing came of it and the reward was raised to $1,000
for the office at the usual hour.
The cashier, thinking naturally that something had on Friday.
The police of all the nearby cities had been instructed
happened to his employei-, communicated with the police,
look out for the dudish-looking broker, whose picture
to
haphad
accident
no
that
and, subsequently, to make sure
had already been published in the daily press.
pened to him, with the hospitals.
There was little doubt but that a great many people
The blotters at none of the police stations indicated any
intelligence concerning a person answering to the descrip- were on the lookout to win the reward, for the New York
papers carried the news far and wide, while the press of
tion of the old trader.
other cities reproduced the story and the offer of reward.
The same was true with respect to the hospitals.
The entire week passed away, and still nothing was
Finally a general alarm was sent out from police headheard from or of Mr. Mudgett.
quarters at the cashier's request.
As a consequence business became slack at his office,
Of course every person in the office knew that something 'unusual must have happcne<l to l\Ir. Mnclgett, ancl and Bob ventured to go in there and call on Eva Havens,
Eva Havens, when she went into Mr. Northrup's to take ostensibly to learn if anything had turned up about the
lunch with Mildred, reportrd the matter and commented missing broker, but really to have a private chat with his
·
fair charmer.
on it, and t)rns Bob Harker l10:1rd about it.
c01mnunicated
cashirr
l\Imlgett's
Ur.
clay
the
Later in
. again with Miss Henderson, only to find that the ancient
OHAPQ'ER YI.
trader had not as yet returne<l to hi ~ home.
Bob learned of this fact through the office boy, whom he
A STARTU,NG AD\' ENTlTn8.
met in the e1evator about three o'clock.
"I womkr what can have happrnr(l to olcl Mudgett?"
The foliowing Monday was a legal holiLlay, and consehe askrcl Mil<hcrl soon after. "Over six hours have gone
by since he. left his home this morning, and not the least quently there was no work in vV <lll Street.
Bob and Freddy Parks had arranged to take a bicycle
trace has bee:i: found of his movements. If he had been
'
taken ill in the train, or in the street, the fa.ct would have trip through a certain part of N cw Jersey.
l '. ; ....___
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They met by arrangement at the Desbrosses street ferry
"Don't join the militia, Fre<kly. You might have to go
on Sunday morning ut nine 0"0lock, crossed over to Jersey to war some day, anc1 then, after u baltle, you'd see corpses
City, and then took their way to the southward at a lively enough to give you a lninclre<l. fit. ."
clip.
"I might be one my>1e!f by that time."
Their destination \1·as Barnegat Bay, which they did not
"It is possible," laughed Bob. "I wonder i( that's the
expect to reach until some ti me :Jionclay morning, after liaunte<l. hou se over yonder?"
itopping oveT all night at a certain town where they exBob pointed at an old, tumble-clown, two-story and attic
pectecl to find good accommotlations at an inn to which hou so that stood back a little way from the roaq.
The building had eviclently once l1pon a tim e been quite
they were recommencled.
a presentable house.
They intended to return Mouday night by train .
It was a fi:ne, fairly cool day, the roads were good, and
There were traces of a broad <l rivoway in semi-circular
the two boya enjoyed their ride immensely.
shape that communicated wilh two broken gates.
What had probably been a lawn was now overgrown
They carried their lunch with them, a1iu ate it by the
side or the roall after they ha<l. covered a matter of twenty- with rank vegetation .
The fence that i;>nclosod the building was gone to ruin,
five miles.
They arrived at Barnegat village next morning at ten, and back of that was a dense wood.
One of thci piped at the corner of tho house connecting
i)ut up their wheels and got a boalniun to row them over
to the lighthonse.
with the gutter running urnfor tho cave:; was broken in
They returned to the village in time to have dinner at the center, nnd a length of tho pipe was missing.
one ancl then started to ride aronncl the irnmetliate neighThe lower windows overlooking the road were boarded
borhood.
up, and the blirnls of the npper ones were closed.
''Let's see if we can find that haunted house tho landThere was a tall chimney on the outside of a rear corner
lorcl was telliug u::; about," said Bob, a::; they rode leisurely of the building, al1l1 midway between it and the front
along the lonely rood beyond the village.
were two winc1ows--0ne a sashless opening in the garret,
"I'm not ~t u<:k on .haunted honse~," replied Freddy, not · with its shutter hanging by a solitary hinge, the other,
gre:~ng his :ompa~ion's proposal with 1m:ch entlrnsi~sm. j .w hich lighted a room on the second floor, was filled by
'·1 ou aren t afraid of a haunted house m the daylight, broken sashes.
are you?" laughed Bob.
Clearly the house J1ad not been inhabited, at least in a
"I <l.idn't s'ay I was afraid of it," replied Freddy, not 1 respectable way, for many years.
wi shing to acknowledge h is squeamishness in the matter.\ Bob led the way in through one of the open gates, dis" I sho uld hopr thnt you woulcln't be. I don't believe mounted ancl stood his wheel against the fence.
Freddy followed snit and kept close at his companion's
in ghosts myself, either day or night. Even supposing
tl1cre 4 \HIS such things, how could they hurt you? They heels when he approached the melancholy looking dwella :·c only supposed to be impalpable objects, like a magic ing.
lantern picture on a street. There's nothing to them but
Bob walked up to the front cloor and tried it.
thin air. You couldn't feel them or grasp any part of
It was fast.
This circumstance pleased Freddy greatly, as he didn't
1hem with yonr han<l.. You can only feel a material objcd, and ghosts are, if auything at all, immaterial."
want to enter the house.
"That's ali right, but people are afraid of them just the
Then they · walked around to the side where the two
same," replied Frecldy.
windows \Yere high in the air, and stood contemplating
"That's merely a kind of inherited feeling. I admit the old ruin.
that I woukhd like to stay all night alone in a house with
While they wore gazing at a hole under the building a
a tkad bot1y, yet common sense tells mo that the dead slight grating sound aboYe attradrd their nltention.
body, even if in lifetime it had been a murderer, couldn't
"Oh, lor' !" exclaimed Freddy, "lot's get away."
hurt me. How could it?"
"What for? What are you afraid of?" asked Bob.
"You wouldn't catch me staying in a house, even in the
"The window is being opened," said Freddy, in some
daytime, with a dead person," replied Freddy, with an excitement.
inYoluntary shudder.
"I see it," answered Bob, coolly. "Someone is in
"And yet a person by constant association with such there."
objrcts can get used to i.hcm. \Yhy, nn undertaker told
"I don't see anybody opening it. It's going up by
me once that he'd just as soon sleep in the same room with itself."
"Nonsense! It's only been raised a few inches anya dozen corpses as not."
" Oh, lor', I don't admire his taste."
way."
"Well, you see ho was accustomed to handling them.
"Oh, crickets! There's something coming out. It's a
They were just like so many wooden images to him."
snake, ain't it?"
"If I was locked in the same room with a corpse I'd
"No, it's a man's arm, you chump!" laughed Bob.
have a fit."
"He's waving it at us."
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Squirming his head around he found a heavily bearded
"He wants us to keep away. Let's go," said Freddy,
face within a few inches of his own.
starting for the front gate.
" Hold on.'!
"Take it easy, young fellow," said the man. "I've got
dead to rights."
you
Bob thought the person in the house wanted to say
"What do you mean by grappling me in this way?" de·
something to them, so he went closer to the side of the
building.
manded Bob, aggressively.
"What do you mean by nosin' around where you ain't
As he did so something white fluttered out of the person's fingers.
wanted?" asked the man.
"I don't know that it's any of your business," replied
The breeze caught and carried it toward the rear of the
house.
Bob. "You don't own this house, I guess."
"It makes no difference whether I do or not. Posses" It's a paper-a message of some kind, I'll bet,"
breathed Bob, dashing after it.
sion is nine points of the law."
"What has that got to do with me?"
It was caught by a patch of rank weed and the boy soon
secured it.
"It ain't got nothin' to do with you."
By that ti;me .Freddy was standing wheel. in hand in the
'
"Let ie go, then."
road.
"Not much. You've put your foot in it comin' here,
f
Bob opened the paper and saw something scrawled in and here you've got to stay till we let you go.''
pencil on the inside.
"I don't know about tl.ornt," retorted Bob defiantly.
This is what he deciphered;
"I do. I'm runnin' things to suit me and my pard, not
"I am held a prisoner in this house by a. couple of to suit you. There are reasons why it ,\rouldn't be healthy
rascals and a bo~. Get assistance, come back here and for you to go back to the village just yet."
"What reasons?"
liberate me, and you shall be well rewarded. I am a New
York broker, and my name is Andrew Mudgett."
"One of 'em is in your hand," and the man snatched
"Gee whiz!" gasped Bob. "Andrew Mudgett here in the slip of paper which had come .from the window. "Jest
as I thought," he muttered, holding Bob with one poweribis house! Can it be possible?"
He looked up at the window, but lhe arm was gone, and ful arm, while he glanced over the writing. "You've been
in communication with the gent in the upper story. That
there wa s no sign there of anyone.
settles your hash for awhile. When we're done with him
" Mr. Mudgett," he called out, "are you there?"
we'll be done with you and your friend outside. Come
sharply
looked
No answering sign came, though the boy
at the broken panes.
along."
Bob resisted, but he was like a child in the iron .g rip
· Then he read the note again lo f'l.e C that there could be
no mistake.
that encircled him.
The man husUetl him along toward the end of the
He didn't know the broker's writing, but in view of
11Ir. Mudgett's mysterious disappearance from New York, house, while the stout boy did the same with Freddy.
There was no help for it, so Bob yielded to the inevitait Reemcd as if the key to hi:s unaccountable absence was in
bis hand s.
ble.
" I'll get. back to the village right away and ;;how this to
the constable, if I can find him. H would be a fine thing
CHAPTER VIL
if I could earn that $1,000 reward."
Thus f:peaking, after a last glance at the window, he
,
'IN THE CELLAR OF THE HAUN'rED HOUSE.
turn ed and started for .t he gate.
'l'hen it wa s that he saw what seemed to be a stout boy
He was forced to enter a back door of the reputed
sneaking along under the cover of lhe fence tow~rd the
8pot where his companion stood by the side of his wheel. haunted house, and was then pushed forward across the
The chap'R actions were so suspicious that he shouted to floor toward a door, which on being opened by the man
looked clown into a dark void.
Freddy to look out.
Bob, noi liking foe looks oi the prospect ahead, tried to
Freddy didn't seem to comprehend him.
However, before he could make a move, the creeping hold back, but was unable to withstand the force that profigure made a sudden rush, darted out at the gate and pelled him ahead.
He was li£ted off his feet and pushed downward.
grabbed the astoni shed Parks.
His feet came into contact with a stairway which he
That arom•ecl Bob to action.
He wa sn't going to stand by and see his friend attacked couldn't see.
"Walk ahead," cried the man in his ear, and he felt
without making it interesting for the assailant.
to obey the mandate.
obliged
was
himself
he
further
Before he could go two feet
he marched much against his will until he came
Down
seized fron1 behind by a pair of stout arms and held a
to a board flooring.
prisoner.
Across this he was forced until the man, who seemed to
Of course he struggled to get loose, but he couldn't.
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know the way perfectly well in the dark, came to a stop . a boy creeping up on you. I halloed to you, uut you didn't
and tripped his legs from under him, compelling him Lo seem to understand me."
· slip to the floor.
" l didn't know what you were trying to get at."
"Lie still," ordered his captor, kneeling on his chest.
"T)len the boy rushed out and grabbed you. 1 was
The .fellow fumbled around a bit and finally uttered a going to your assistance when a big, strong man came up
grunt of satisfaction.
behind and grabbed me. l tried to get away, but it wasn' t
Turning Bob over on his face, he began to bind his a bit of use. lie's as strong as an ox, and I was a baby in'
hands behind his back with a soft cord.
his grip. You ought to know the rest. We were brought
Then he treated his ankles in the same way.
into this cellar and bound, and here we are like two pigs
"You're safe enough now," he .said, getting up.
really for the market."
There was a noise on the stairs at that j unclure as the
"What arc we going to do?" palpitated his companion.
stout boy forced Freddy Parks into the cellar in the same
"I give it up. We'll have to grin and bear it for the
way Bob had been treated.
present."
"Fetch him over here," said the man. "I've got rope
"Are they going to leave us alone in this haunted
enough to trice him up, too."
house?" shivered Freddy, who was terrified at the very
So Freddy was presently lying helpless beside i1is com- idea o.f such a thing.
panion in the dark.
"Haunted grandmother!" scoffed Bob, impatiently.
The man and the boy then leftA:he cellar, slamming the "This house is no more haunted than any other building."
door after them and placing a heavy billet of wood against
"But lhe landlord of the hotel said tJ1at it was," perit as an additional precaution.
sisted Parks.
"Oh, dear," groaned Freddy, in a frightened voice.
" Pooh! What does he know about it?"
"What is going to become of me?"
"Ile ought to know all about it, for he lives within a
Bob, in spite of his own unfortunate predicament, al- couple of miles of it."
most laughed at the dismal expression uttered by his com"Give a dog or a house a bad name and it will stick to
panion.
them."
"Don't give up the ship, :Freddy. We aren't dead yet,"
AL that moment a mysterious rustling noise at the other
he said cheerfully.
end of the room broke in upon their conversation.
"Are you there, Bob? What's the reason of all this?
" Oh, lor' ! What was that?" exclaimed Freddy.
Why didn't you come away when I told you to, then this
"A rat no clpubt. I'll wager there's more than one in
wouldn't have happened."
this cellar."
"Maybe not, but_I wouldn't have found out a very im"I'm afraid of rats," faltered Parks, nervously.
portant fact," replied Bob.
"I don't .fancy them myself. The only thing we can dJ
"What do you mean?" asked Freddy, curiously.
is to scare them away if. they come nosing around us."
"I mean that I have discovered something that would
During thi s talk Bob hadn't been idle.
be probably worth $1,000 to us if we could reach the vilIle had been working away at the rope that held his
lage."
hands.
"Worth $1,000?" said Freddy, in surprise.
Although the knots were well secured, and would of
"Yes. You know that Broker Mudgett has been miss· themselves have defied his most persistent efforts had he
ing for a week, don't you?"
been able to reach them, the rope was soft and yielding,
"Yes."
and as the boy had a small hand he at length managed to
"And no trace has been discovered as to his where- release one, when the rest was easy.
abouts?"
"Freddy, my boy, don't say a word. I've got my hands
"Yes."
free."
"And that $1,000 reward has been offered for informa"Have you?" cried his companion, hopefully. "Then
tion about him?"
you can get me loose, can't you?"
"Yes."
"Sure I can, but I'm nqt going to yet awhile."
"Well, old Mudgett is a prisoner on the second story of
"W11y not?"
this house."
"I have my reasons, so keep quiet."
"He is? How do you know?"
Bob fumbled in his pocket for his match safe.
"That was his arm you saw out of the window."
Pulling it out, he extracted a match and lit it on the
"How do you know it was?"
stone wall behind him.
"He dropped a piece of paper down to me."
When it blazed up they caught a view of the outlines
"He did?"
of their dingy prison.
·
"Yes. I picked it up and read it. He asked me to go to
The cellar extended un4er the entire house, but was
the village, get help and rescue him."
divided in the center by a stone partition, in which was an
"Is it possible?" asked the astonished FredG1y.
ar<!'hed doorway.
"It's so. I was just starting for my wheel when I saw•. The boys couldn't see what was on the other side of the
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opening, but .Bob was of the opinion that the other half
couldn't be much different from the one in which they lay.
rrbe •floor beams above their heads were thick with the
dm;t and cobwebs of many years.
'l'here were several dilapidated boxes and light barrels
scattered around, as well as a lot of miscellaneous debris.
On the whole, it was not a cheerful place to be confined
in, even for a brief interval.
It took several matches for Bob to satisfy his curiosity
concerning the place, and then he lay back against the
wall and began .to consider how he could extricate himself
and his companion :from their unenviable situation.
His reflections were several times interrupted by Freddy
wanting to know why he would not set his hands free, too.
"Because I expect we shall have a visit from our captor
before long, and I don't want him to get on to the fact
that we have a single chance to help ourselves."
"But he'll sec that you've got your hands free."
"No, he won't. .At least I don't mean that he shall.
When he comes I shall put my hands behind my back, and
reintroduce them as well as I can into the rope. He'll
never suspect, and when the house gets quiet in the course
of time 1 intend to make a break for liberty and take you
· with me, of course."
Freddy was obliged to be satisfied with that explanation, though the idea of remaining tied when it was in
Bob's power to release him was not at all to his liking.
Bob maintained a steady flow of talk after that in order
to keep up his companion's spirits.
Occasionally Freddy would get back to the subject of
ghosts, or rats when there was a rustling among the debris
of the cellar, so that Bob wondered what would have been
his companion's mental condition if it had happened that
he alone was shut up in that cellar.
It seemed to them as if they had been there many hours
when the door leading to the short flight of steps was
opened, and two pair of legs, followed by the rest of the
persons' bodies, preceded hy a lantern, made their appear..
ance.
"I knew we should have a visitor, though I didn't count
on two," said Bob, hurriedly putting his hands behind his
hack, and leaning, as if half asleep, against the wall.

CH.APTER VIII.
A VISIT ·FROM THEIR CAPTORS.

Bob now had a better opportunity to observe the general appearance of the man who had eaptured him, and he
was not in the least" surprised to observe that he was an
individual of formidable physique.
He might easily have passed for a heavy-weight pugilist.
His features were hidden under his heavy beard, which
might have been false, though it looked natural enough.

His companion was smoothly shaven, and his countenance was by no means prepossessing one.
While the chief rascal carried only the lighted lantern,
the other bore a ""battered japanned tray with a couple of
plates of food on it and two cups filled with a dark-colored
liquid resembling coffee.
The man with the lan~ern pulled a box forward, aml
upon its inverted bottom he motioned his associate to
place the tray.
"Loosen that chap's arms, Benson," he saicl, indicating
Bob, at the same time putting the lantern on the floor,
while he proceeded to attend to the same office for l!'redcly.
Bob feared that the looseness of the bonds about his
wrist would be at once noticed by the man, and would lead
to his being tied much tighter after they had eaten the
frugal meal brought to them.
'
To dispel this idea as much as possible he twisted his
wrists around the rope, which made it appear to be tight
to the man when he started to untie the knots.
Thus the fact that he had got his hands out of the rope
escaped the fellow's attention, much to the boy's relief.
"Now, then, youngsters," said the leader, sharply, "look
alive. Wc can't stay down here all night."
.As Bob and Freddy were fairly hungry they proceeded
to get away with the rude fare on the plates and to drink
the coffee.
"I'd like to know what your intentions are toward us,"
said Bob between mouthfuls. ·
"Our intentions are to keep you right where you are for
the present," replied the chief rascal shortly.
"It's a pretty tough thing to treat us this way when we
haven't done anything to warrant it," replied the boy.
"You'd no business to come buttin' around the house."
"I can't see the harm in that," protested Bob. "The
landlord of the Barnegat Inn told us this was a haunted
house and we wanted to see what it looked like."
"The landlord of the Barnegat Inn is a fool,'' growled
the man. ".And you were fools to take stock in what he
said."
"We wanted to see t11e sights while we were down in
this neighborhood. That's what we came here for."
"I reckon you've seen more than you bargained for,"
chuckled the man. "I s'pose you're from New Yor.k.
What did you come so far from the city for?"
'.'We came down on our wheels and we expected to go
back by a late train this afternoon."
"You'll be disappointed then. The train is gone."
"I don't see what you're going to gain by keeping us
prisoners here. You'll only get into trouble in the end."
"Think so?" grinned·the man. "I s'pose you know that
you've learned somethin' that we don't care to get out."
"What's that?"
"You know well enough. You put your fopt in it when
you picked up that note the crazy man above tossed dowl!
to you."
"Crazy man!" exclaimed Bob.
"Yes, he's daft as a loon. We're keepin' him here for

a
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.. 'vVe 'll :;ce you in the rnornin ·," he said, ta.king up the
the good of his health. He escaped from an asylum a
little while back, and we don't want to send him back lantern.
"Is this the best thing in the way of a bed we're going
again yet awhile."
to have?" a:;ked Bob, referring to lhe bare floor.
The man rattled off the lie quite glibly.
a:hfaybe I can find a blanket for you; but, you see, we
knew
actually
boys
the
Clearly he was unaware that
look for lodgers; so you may have to make the best
didn't
.\ndrew Mudgett.
·
can."
you
:;hift
But it was equally clear that he wasn't taking any
his companion, leaving the
followed
he
'rhus speaking,
chances on the subject.
"Oh, if he's crazy," said Bob, foxily, "then that note I two boys once more in the darkness.
picked up amounted to nothing."
"That's right-it didn't."
"Then what's the use of keeping us prisoners here?"
CHAPTER IX.
"Because we don't want the fact to get out that we've
got a crazy man in this house."
THE ESCAPE FROl\1 THE CELLAR.
"Suppose we promised not to say anything about your
having a crazy man here?"
"This is fierce," grumbled Freddy, when they were once
"We can't take the chances, young feller."
more alone.
"Are you going to keep us here until you send him
"It's not over delightful," replied Bob, starting in to
away?"
try and release his hands again.
"That's about the size of it."
In this be had not much trouble, because when the man
"When will that be?"
tied him he had held his wrists in such a way that by
"Dunno when it will be. It might be several days, or a reversing them it would loosen the rope.
week, or it might be a month."
"I don't know what Mr. Dubois will say when I don't
"That's hard on us," objected Bob.
lurn up to-morrow."
"It ·ain't our fault. l£ you hadn't come here you
"Don't worry about your boss. He can get along withwouldn't be in this pickle."
out you for a clay."
"We're liab1e to lose our jobs in New York if you keep
"A day! Why, we may remain here a week or a month."
us prisoners here."
"Not iI I can help it we won't. There, my hands are
"That isn't our funeral. We'll treat you as well as we loose again."
"Gee! You're a peach. How do you manage to do it?"
can afford to do, for we ain't got nothin' ag'in you."
"By a little ingenuity, .Freddy," laughed Bob.
"You aren't treating us very well if you keep us tied up
here."
down
us
put
you
since
been
like we've
"I can't get my hands out to save my life."
conbe
to
seemed
but
this,
to
"That's the disadvantage o! having elephant's feet for
The man made no reply
sidering.
hands."
"Oh, my hand:; aren't so large," said Freddy, objecting
"Suppose I let you stay loose, will you promise to make
no attempt to escape?"
to the reflection cast upon their size. "I've seen bigger."
"So have I, but not much."
Bob didn't intend to commit himself to any parol, so he
"Yon get out. I'll bet my feet aren't as big as yours at
said:
from
rate."
escape
any
we
can
How
question.
"That's a foolish
won·t argue the matter. Now, Freddy, we must
"We
one."
stone
a
be
this cellar? It seems to
a move to get out of tl1is cellar if we can."
make
soon
that
by
out
get
"That's right, it is. You could try and
whenever you are. I wouldn't stay here for
ready
"I'm
door at the head of the stairs."
help it."
could
I
if
to
farm
a
"I'm afraid you wouldn't give us much of a chance
course, have taken possession of our
of
chaps,
"Those
do that. It's kept locked, is'n't it?"
away we'll have to walk back to the
.get
we
if
"Sure it is," replied the man, though this was another wheels, and
village. However, it's only two miles."
lie, as the men had no key to lock it with.
"I'd be willing to walk ten miles if I could get away
However, they could easily fix it so that it could not be
from this place."
opened from the cellar side.
"No use making a move for some time yet. Not until
"Well," said the rascal, at last-, "we'll tie you up at
night and leave you loose durin' the day. That's tho best the ras<;als upstairs get to sleep," said Bob.
"They may stay up half the night drinking and playing
we can do. Are you through?"
the
time
cards."
this
by
empty
were
cups
As the dishes and
"We've got to chance that."
question was a superfluous one, and so the rtngleader
"Do you think we can get out?'~
same
the
ordered his companion to retie Bob, while be did
me something easier. All we can do is to ma.ke
"Ask
for Freddy, and, after this was done; to take the tray upan effort in that direction."
stairs.
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"And if it doesn't amount to anything, what then?"
I thi::; moment his father came to the door above and shout"We'll have to accept free board and lodging until they e<l:
·
get ready to let us go."
''What are you doin' down there, Ben? Come up right
"I don't like that for a cent."
away."
"Neither do I. That's why l'm going to· do my nest to
"It's a good thing for you my old man called me,'' hissget out."
eel Pixley, with a menacing shake of his head. "Never
At that moment the door above was openeJ., there was a mind; I'll fix yer to-morrer."
fl.ash of lantern light on the stairs, and the stout boy who
He walked away, stamped up the stairs, and banged the
had captured Freddy appeared with a blanket in one hand door to.
and the lantern in the other.
Then the boys heard some heavy object flung against it.
He came forwar<l, threw the blanket over the prisoner
"You two seem to know each other," 'Said Freddy.
and then fl.ashed the light in Boh's face.
"We do,'' and Bob told }).is companion how the acThe light illuminated his -face aR well.
quaintance had come about.
The result was a 'surprise for boih.
"Ile looks big enough to whip you,'' said Freddy~
Bob recognized the boy who had thrown the rotten ap- l '~Maybe he can, but ~ doubt it. I've taken sparring lesple at him in lower Broadway, and whom he had heard J sons, ~nd can handle bigger fellows than ~yself who have
later on called Pixley by his companion 'in Broad street. r1u ~c1ence. Now, Freddy, as I don't thmk those chaps
Ben Pixley also recognized the yonn~ messen'ger wi lh will bother us again to-night I'm going to get a move
on."
whom he had nearly had a scrap.
"So it's you, is it,'' gritted Ben, hardly believing the
Bob took a jack-knife from his pocket and cut bis
evidence of his eyes.
ankles loose.
"Yes, it's me all right."
Then he stood up and stretched himself.
"What are you doin' in this .part of the country?"
"That's a relie.f. Now, you stay as you are until I·iI?-"I don't th ink that need worry you," replied Bob, cool- vestigate this cellar."
"What are you going to do?"
l y.
"Look around."
"It will worry you a heap before we get through with
Bob sfruck a match, and made straight for the arched
you," snarled Pixley.
"I won't be worried haU as much as you will be as 8oon opening in the dividing wall.
Passing through, he struck another match and looke d
as we get set at liberty. So you, a broker's messenger,
around.
are connected with those two. rascals, eh?"
This part of the cellar was not as much encumbere d
As one of the rascals, the man with the beard, hap- with rubbish as was the other, but in the center stood the
Pened to be Dave Pixley, Ben'S father, he resenteJ. Bob's
rusted remains of a hot-air furnace.
speech at once.
A big galvanized cold-air duct led away f rom 1·t •
We may also remark that Blumstein & Co. had• disIt was large enough for a small boy to crawl into.
pensecl with his services for good and sufficient cause.
Bob looked at it with a meditative glance.
"Who are you callin' a rascal, hang you!" he flared up,
Gathering ·a lot of old paper in a pile he light.eel it,
giving Bob a smart' kick on the thigh.
and when it flared up he got hold of one of the other big
"You're a brave lad, yon are, I don't think," replied j pipes and shook it.
Bob, angrily. "Yon wou lcln't dare clo that if I was free
A don ble length of it came away in his hands, leaving
and on my feet."
a hole in the brickwork exposed.
"I wouldn't? I'm goin' to give you a chance to-morUp this Bob thrust a lighted wad of the paper, and
row. I'm comin' clown here lo knock the Rtnllin' ont. of judgecl ,t hat it was an inside flue made to carry the hot
yer. And I kin do it, too, if you had two pair of hands, air up to the floors above.
confound yer hicle!"
·
"I can't do anything in this quarter," he muttered,
"Come clown to-morrow. 'T'hat will suit me. Give me so he made a tonr of the place with his improvised torch.
a fair show and 1'11 make that face of yours look lopHe found the hdle they had been looking at tha~ aftersiclecl."
noon.
"I've a goocl mind to have it out with you now," roar"Freddy and I can easily enlarge that opening by geted Pixley, in a rage.
ting out a couple of the stones, and then we can make our
"Why don't you? I'cl just as soon polish you off now as escape. It would be a great thing, though,
if I conld
at any othor time."
make my way upstairs and release Old Mudgett, but I
"Yah !" snarled Pixley, shaking his fist in Bob's face. don't s.ee any way of doing it."
"I'd like to smash you."
He rehuned to Freddy, tolc1 him that he saw a fine
"1'11 bet you're afraid to fight me on even terms," sair1 chance for them to get out of the place, and then cut him
Bob, aggravatingly.
loo~e.
What Pixley w~uld have don~ it is harc1 to say, but at
They picked up a lot of paper out of which they manu-
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Ile saw a room fitted up with a stove, a table, and four
chairs.
There were also other evidences of occupancy.
Around the table were seated Ben Pixley, his father,
and the other man.
They were playing cards and smoking.
The illumination was furnished by the simple device
of a candle stuck in the neck of a tall bottle which stood
in the center of the table.
There was also another bottle that looked as if it contained whisky, and two glasses'.
There was some silver money in sight, which showed
that the game in progress was not altogether for mere
fun.
Bob watched the occupants of the room for a few minutes, and then turned his attention to the tree.
He slowly shinned up the trunk till he reached a crotch
about ten feet fr~m the ground, where be stopped to rest.
Then he continued on up.
At a height of thirty feet the heavy branch grew sma.11er, and be,15an to sag toward the house under bis weight.
The higher he went the thinner it became, and the lower it bent.
Bob's feat was an extremely dangerous one, as the tree
was more than half dead, and there was every chance that
the limb might snap and drop him to the ground before
he could reach the sloping roof of the house, in which
event broken bones, if not a broken neck, was an almost
certain result.
The plucky boy, however, escaped this fate, and finally
landed lightly just above the eaves, and being as spry as
a monkey, he scrambled to comparative safety.
~fter a brief rest he succeeded in swinging himself over
the end of the building, and in at the open attic window.
Ile was now in the house.
Lighting a match, and removing his shoes, he found the
attic was perfectly bare, with a single doorway opening on
a flight of stairs leading to his objective point-the second floor.
0*1utiously he descended the stairway that was thickly
covered with dust, and when he reached the foot he struck
another match which showed him the landing and three
doors leading off it.
One of these doors was secured by a heavy bolt on the
outside, which was shot.
That wa. a suspicious circumstance, and pointed to the
rvident conclusion that it had been put there to loc'k
somebody in.
"I'll bet Mr. Mudgett is in that room," he breathed, as
he examined the bolt, which seemed to have been recently
affixed to the wood.
CHAPTER X.
The bolt worked easily in its socket, and Bob pushed it
back without making a sound.
BOB RESCUES OLD MUDGETT.
Then he opened the door and entered the room.
Striking one of his last matches Bob glanced about,
Left to himself, Bob walked cautiously to a rear win- and saw the form of a man lying, apparently asleep; on a
dow through which he saw a light shining, and peeked in. rude mattress.

factured rough torches, and t,Uus supplied Bob piloted
his companion to the hole under the foundation of the
building.
Lighting one torch, Jack with his jack-knife attacked
the crumbling mortar of the stone foundation, and in
fifteen minutes was able to detach a stone.
Then he allowed Freddy to try his hand.
After an hour's work they had four stones displaced,
and all that remained was for them ~o dig the earth outside away with their hands.
This did not take long, and the way to freedom lay
before them.
Bob brought a couple of boxes to the spot to aid them in
getting out.
In a few minutes they were standing outside.
"Now, if we only could rescue Mr. l\Iudgett we should
be doing something worth while," ~aid Bob, looking up at
the window where the arm had appC'ared.
"What'fl the use of talking about that?" replied Freddy.
who was impatient to be off. "We're mighty lucky to
be able to get away ourselves."
Bob, however, was thinking.
He noticed that there wa~ a big tree near the corner of
the house almost denuded of foliage, the upper (;lnd of
which hung ·over the sloping roof of the house.
He bellevecl that if he could reach the roof he could
lower himself over the eaves and enter through the open
garret window:
Once inside he thought he might be able to communicate with Mr. ~Iudgett, and perhaps help him to escape.
He outlined his plan to Freddy, but that lad kicked vigorously against the risk involved.
"Well, I'm going to try it anyway," said Bob, decidedly. "I want you to walk back to the village while I'm
doing it, and tell the landlord of the inn where we had
dinner all the facts of our adventure. Get him to hunt
up the constable and his assistants, and steer_ them · back
here as soon as you can. If I'm caught you and the villagers will be able to rescue me with Mr. Mudgett. If I'm
not caught, and fail to get tne broker out of the house,
I'll meet you somewhere along the road. Now, get along
and hustle for all you're worth."
Freddy was willing to carry out Bob's plans, for it
took him away from the scene of danger, and promised
some excitement for him.
So, telling Bob to be careful of himself, he started off
at a jog trot for the village of Barnegat.
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when a door at the rear of t he hall opened, aud ilob heard
the voice of Ben Pixley's father.
Apparently the boy was caught in a trap if the elder
Pixley came forward.
rrhat is, unless he could get up the stairs without beiug
noticed.
While the darkness would befriend him, the creaking of
th e stairway was sure to raise suspicion in. the big rasu1r ~
mind.
As Bob stood undecided at the foot of the stairs in t! 1L
darkness, hi s hand accidentally touched the knob of a
door.
Instantly he turned it and th e door opened.
This was a fortunate circumstance, as he heard the step ~
of the man appro'aching, and saw the flashing of hi s l!intern on the wall.
1
"How comes it t hat you are away down in this part of
Bob had JURt time to enter the room and softly clo~e
New .T erRey ?"
"It would only be a waf'te of time for me to make an the door wh en the fath er of Ben Pixley appeared and
.
" "tten mounted th e ~ tairs .
L irew tlie \''ri
now. I am t i1e IJoy yo u 'l
exp lana t 10n
" I t's a ,..,rrood th1'nrr" t hat
' I rebolted t hat door upstairs,"
paper to this afternoon."
breathed Bob. "Otherwise there would have been the
"Then you've brought help, have you ?"
deuce to pay ."
" No. I was captured by the men in t hi s building, and
Pi xley, Sr., was upstairs some time.
was held a prisoner myself in t he ce ll ar un til l fo und a
In fa ct, he stayed so lon g that Bob could hardly reway of getting out. 1\1y co mpani on, who was taken wi t h
strain hi s impatience.
me, has gone to Barnegat village for the constabl e and
At length he heard him coming down.
" I 110pe h e won 't no t'ice tirn t th e f ron t door has been
others. I thought I would try
·you out before thev·
~
· and get
1.ampered with," said t he boy to him self.
got here."
"If you managed to get in here without detect ion you ' Dave Pi xlev not ha vin rr any suspicions with respect to
J'
did not even glance at it, but returned to
oug ht to be able to gm"cl e me ont. I,et us go at once." th e front door,
"I am .not Rure that we can get out in the ordinary him compav.ions in the kitchen, slamming the door leadway. I climbed up a tree to t he roof, and entered by the incr into the hall behind him.
As Bob considered time was precious, he immedately
attic window. The tree limb has swung hack out of reach.
upstairs, groped his way to the bolted door, shot
~rted
The
came.
I
way
he
t
by
back
get
and neither of us can
back, and entered the room where Mr. Mudgett
bolt
the
cards.
playing
kitchen
the
in
now
two men and the boy are
confined for a week.
been
had
the
open
can
I
if
see
and
My idea is to slip downstairs
"Mr. Mudgett," he said, in a low tone.
front door without makin g any noi se. If I can then our
The broker, who was sitting on his rude bed, got on
way out will be clear. OtherwiRe I'm afraid we'll have to
his feet.
wait until asRiRtance comes."
"ls that you, boy?" he asked, in an anxious voice.
"Do as you think best, only hurry. I've been confined
"Yes," replied Bob. "The way is clear for us now.
here a week, and I am heartily sick of the imprisonment."
Come."
I n order to prevent the broker from leaving the room
"I've just had a visit from the rascal who is the head
prematurely, and possibly thereby upsetting the plan, Bob and front of this conspiracy to rob me of large sum of
shot ihe bolt a.fter he left Mr. Mudgett. ·
money."
•
Th en he cautiously made his way down the stairs to the
"I know it," answered Bob.
main hall below.
"I was in a fe ver of anxiety while he was with me lest
Here he lit the last but one of his matches, and made you might come back and betray yourself. He s,topped a
out the hall door right in fro nt of him .
long time, but I was so worked up that I har<lly know
There was a key in t he lock, and also a bolt.
what he said to me. H e must ha ve noticed my perturbaworkit
for
difficulty,
some
with
bolt
the
He shot back
tion, but I suppose he ascribed it to my growing nervoused stiff, and turned the key.
ness over my imprisonment."
T he door t hen yielded to his touch, and he looked out
"Well, sir, we have no time to lose. Take off your
in.to t he night.
shoes and follow me."
The broker at once obeyed Bob's suggestion, and then,
" Now if I can get Mr . Mud gett down without noise all
the utmost caution, they made their wa~ down the
with
himself.
will be well," he said to
·
to the hall door.
stairs
stairs
the
remount
to
started
and
He closed t he door

Ulosing the door softly, he advanced to t he pailet.
. As t.he match expired he laid his hand on t he silent
figure.
The man started up at his touch.
" Who is t here?" asked t he voice of Andrew Mudgett.
"Hush!" whispered the boy. "I have come to rescue
you."
"Who are you?"
"Bob H arker, messenger boy for William Northrup, of
New , York."
The old broker seemed staggered by this unexpected
answer, and did noL reply fo r a moment or two.
" Are you really Mr. Northrup's messenger? " he aske<l
wonderingly.
"I am."
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Bob swung the door open, and they stepped outside.
the kitchen at the back of the house when we left by the
Sitting on the porch, they resumed their footgear~ walk- front door."
ed to the gate and were soon in the road with their faces
"Then we'll get them," said the local functionary.
turned toward Barnegat.
"Look out for the big chap," said the boy. "He's as
strong as two men."
"Lead travels quicker than a man's fists," replied the
constable, tersely.
CHAPTER XI.
"I'll go back with you if you want," volunteered Bob.
"It isn't necessary, young man. You boys can return
-.:oB INVITES THE TWO GIRLS AND PREDDY TO LUNCH WITH to the vill~ge with the old gentleman. We're strong
HIM.
enough to capture two men and a boy,'' said the officer.
"You will find lhe front door unlocked, if you want to
"You're a brnve boy, B'ob Harker," said Andrew Mud- enter thaL way. In fact, I i.hink that will be the best way
gett, as tJrny hurried on their way. "And yon won't find Lo Lake then) by surprise."
me ungrateful for the service you have reIHlered Hle this
"All righi.,'' said the constable, who was a stout, deternight."
mined-looking man.
"That's all right, sir," replied Bob. "I am very glad
No further 1.ime was wasted.
•
l was able to help you out of your scrape."
The officer and hi:; detachment went on, while the brok~
"I believe you and I had a little difference in the cor- er ancl the two hoy~ co11Linued toward Bamegai., where
ridor of a New York building some time ago," chuckled lhey arrived in i.weuly minute,;, am1 pul up at the inn for
the old broker, as be reca1led tbe circumstance.
the night.
. "Yes, sir," answered Bob.
An hour l.a.i.cr the consi.able and his posse returncc.1 with
"Well, we'll forget it. I did not recognize what an ad- their three prisoner,.;, who were locked up in the county
mirable lad yon are. You shall have no cause to regret jail.
your plucky action in my behal.f. You have saved me
Next morning tli cy were lJrought before the juspce.
from becoming the victim of a villainous plot. I was to
Bob, Freclc1y, and 1\fr. Mudgett were present to give
;he kept in that house until I consented to pay well ior their evidence, whic:h, being inefotable, the rascals were
my ransom. How long I could bave held out against held to await t.heir removal to New York through the custhose rascals I don't know, but up to the moment I saw 1 tomary requisition proceedings.
·
you I had no intention of yielding to their preposterous
Bob in the rneani.ime 1<cnt a dispatch to :Mr. Northrup
.demands."
,
explaining i.lte cause of his absence from the ofiice, and
Bob told Mr. Mudgett of the ineffectual efforts of the also one to Mr. Dubois in bchaH of Freddy.
detectives for the week past to find a single clew to bis
Mr. Mudgett 3.J1d the boys 1.ook an early afternoon train
whereabouts.
,, for Jersey C'ity, am1 arrived in New York by five o'clock.
"Your niece, Miss Henderson, offered $1,000 reward for
They were met by several detectives and reporters.
information leading to your recovery," went on Bob, "so
Bob was the story teller, anc.1 was acceptecl as the hero
I guess there are a good many people on the lookout to of i.he occasion.
win that money."
The morning's papers had the full account of 1\fr. Nlud"If she has done that the $1,000 is yams,'' said Mr. gett's return to the ciLy, the story of his imprisonment in
Mudgett. "I shall have the pleasure of adding something the old haunted hou~e near Darnegat village, and the t!Xto it, as a testimony ~£ my appreciation, too."
citing adventure of ])ob and Freddy, whicl1 culminat,ed in
"I shall be satisfied to have earned the thousand, sir; the broker's escape from hif\ abductors, and the capture of
but half of it ought to go to my friend, Freddy Parks." the rascals concerned in the scheme.
"I will see that he is well remunerated :for his share in
Every broker in \Vall street had read the ne"·s nbo11t
the matter," said the broker.
Mr. Mudgett's experiences on bis way downtown to his
At this moment they made out half a dozen persons office, and as a conscqueuc:e the old man, who dic.1 not fail
advancing rapidly toward them along the road.
to appear in his .office at his usual honr, helc.1 a continu" That must be Freddy with the constable and his assist- ous levee until noon, and received congratulations on all
ants," said Bob.
'
sides.
It proved to be so.
Bob was the hero 0£ the Street that day, and received
"Is that you, Bob?" shouted Freddy's voice, presently. the compliments of all the brokers who knew him, as well
"Yes, and Mr. Mudgett is with me," returned Bob.
as of many who for the' first time made his acriuaintance.
The parties came together and a consultation was held.
Before Old Mudgett went home for the day he callecl
"Are the rascals still at the old house?" asked the con- Bob into his private office.
stable.
After a short conversation with him he handed the boy
"Yes, an'd I am pretty sure they have not yet discovered his check for $6~000.
the loss of their prisoners/' B'ob replied. "They were _in
"There, Harker," he said, "that represents tbe $1,000
1
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'·H's my op1mon that 3.:ou lean toward a brunette. "
reward offered by my niece, and $5,000 from myself. I
"What makes you think I do?"
have sent $500 to your friend Parks."
I have lll.)' reasons," laughed Mildred.
"Oh,
from
present
liberal
this
by
overpowered
quite
was
.Bob
what are your reasons?"
"Well,
the grateful broker.
telling all my secrets either."
not
"I'm
Northrup
l\Ir.
day
He accepted it with thanks, and next
- Now, I want to know if you and
right--don't.
"All
Washington
the
cashed it for him, and he hired a box in
to accept my invitation to lunch
going
are
Havens
?.liss
now
Safe Deposit Co.'s vaults, and put all bis funds,
close? Freddy Parks will . iJe
offices
our
after
to-morrow
amounling to $7,200, in it for safe-keeping.
lively enough for any lunch
he's
and
ty,
par
A.Her that Bob felt that he had the freedom of Old one of the
l\fodgett's oflice, and he look adYantagc of the facl to pay affair."
"H Eva will go I'll agree," said Mildred.
an occasional visit to Eva Haven s in her own little ucn
"Very well," said Bob. "It's up to you, Miss Eva. "
off the counting-rnorn, where he was always received with
E1'a didn't know whether she could go or not, but fin alpleasure by that charming young lady, who thought Jlob
was about the whole thing in the messenger service of ly all owed Boh to persuade her to come.
" We'll have a bang-up time all by our four selves," said
Wall street.
"arn1 if you'll go I'll take you up to the American
Roh,
Havens,
1\lis
invited
Bob
8
On Friday noon of i.hat week
Park to see a ball game afterward."
League
exhi;;
at
day
next
:Mildred Snow, and Freddy to lunch
is quite an inducemen t," smiled Mildred, who
"That
pense in one of the nice restaurants of the neighborhood.
a knowledge of baseball, and liked the game
quite
had
"I have so much money now lhal 1 \1ant lo get rid of a
little of it by having a fin~ t-clasR hlow-out with my par- immensely.
"I har dly know anything about baseball," said Eva, de·
ticular friends," he said laughingly to the two girls when
he extended the invitation to them, "so I hope you'll honor murely.
"Leave that to me. I'll explain everything to you,"
me with your presence."
" I don't think .we ought to encourage you in such an said Bob.
"Will yo u ?" she replied. "How very good of you."
extravagance," said l\l ilclred, with a smile.
"l i:;hall consider it a favor to do so."
"Ho!" grinned Bob, "3ou don't think l'm going io
"There, now, Eva, you're in luck. It isn' t every boy
you?"
do
co's,
Delmoni
to
you
take
would volunteer Lo do that much for you," laughed
who
I
and
"Eva
l\lilclrecl.
ered
w
~
an
noL,"
"l should hope
Mildred.
there."
going
were
would have a fit if you said yon
Next morning both girls came to their respective offices
"Why, is it loo rich for your bloorl ?"
in their best.
dressed
es"We haven' t the clothes lo be seen in such a swell
o'clock .Freddy appeared at Mr. Northrup's, and
one
At
tab!iRhment."
"That's Lhe way with you g ir] s..:._always lhinking of found Bob and the two fair stenographers waiting for
clothcR," laughed Bob. "l don'L wonder that RO many of him .
They went at once to the restaurant, and spent someth e young men arc so skillish about gctiing married these
thing over an hour at the lunch, which was the best the
days. The rcRpon sihiliticR arc loo much for ihcrn."
·
"Why, the idea! We girls are not extravagant as a hou se could furnish.
MilBob clevot.ed himself almost entirely to Eva, and
rule," !"aid l\fi ldrcd. " ,\ re ll'C, J~va ?"
had lo conlent herself with Freddy, who was quite
dred
Havens,
l\Iiss
replied
not,"
arn
we
that
hope
"I should
young chap in his way.
entertaining
an
Hoh.
at
glance
with a sidelong
took a subway express for the nearest
the.)'
lunch
After
anybe
won't
"lhcre
"When I get married ," he said,
and Bob bought four grandgrounds,
ball
the
to
station
thing too goocl for my wife."
wosland seats.
"Then the girl who marries you will be a lucky
H ere he again monopolized Eva all to himself; but he
man," put in l\Iilclrcd.
"I think 1'11 be a luck.)' boy iI I get the girl 1 want," had a good excuse this time, as he had promised to keep
her po;:;tec1 on the game.
he retorted.
The game ended to their satisfaction, for the home
" I suppose you have one picked out?" asked 1\liltlred,
team won.
slyly.
Bob escorted bo lh girls back to the Brooklyn Brid~e
it."
about
"hlaybe I have, but I ain't saying anylhing
there left them, but he had made an arrangement with
and
" Which do you prefer-a blonde Ji.kc me, or a brunelle
io call on her next evening, and so he went home
T<:va
like Eva?"
unusually well pleased.
elingfe
" You want to know too much, l\Iildred," replied Bob,
That evening he saw in t he paper tl1at Ben Pixley ·had
diplomatically.
"I think you might tell us that much," purred Miss escaped from the officers wh.o were taking him, his father,
and the other rascal to the J crsey City jail.
Snow.
"I gueP.s he's a pretty slick youngster ," thou ght Bob.
"No, I am not giving all my secrets away," he anI bet I can whip him in a square set-to."
"But
swered.
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CH/1.PTLH Xll_.
BOB :MAKES A HAUL l N

:i.r. & 1 •

I

During the summer Bob foum1 E::rny ulJlJOrtunities to
cujoy Eva Havens' society.
:::lometimes he and Freddy took her and Mildred to the
\!Carby summer resorts, and sometimes Bob escorted her
:1 ll by himself, which he much preferred, and per haps she
did, too.
At any rate, they had a good time together on Saturday
n (lernoons, and occasionally of an evening also.
Ben Pixley's father and his pal were tried dming the
firnt week in July for abducting .Andrew Mudgett, . arn1
'rere convictccl and sent lo the Stale prison for the crime.
· The market was pretty slow during the warm weather,
aud lllo~t of the urokers spent the largcir part of lheir tinie
out of the city.
One morning about the middle of September Bob and
Freddy came together on the slrccl.
:Freddy had a small satchel in his hand.
"Say, · Bob," said Freddy, in some little excitement,
"I've got hold of a bang-up tip."
"Have you?" asked Bob, with a look of interest.
"Bet your life I have. How much will }'OU give to share
in it?"
"How much, eh?"'
"Yep. You've lots of money, and can affOTd to pay me
something for a good thing."
"You aren't so bad off •yo urself for a little fellow."
"I've got a thousand dollars, but you have seven times
as much," said Freddy.
"Well, what's your tip? If it's good I don't mind
making it worth your while to let me use it."
"It's a good one, all right."
"I am ready to hear it."
"Come up on our office corridor, so that the boss, if he's
out, won't catch me losing time on the Street."
Bob accompanied him to the second floor of the building
where Mr. Dubois had his office, arid Freddy took his stand
at the junction of the elevator and the stairs communicating with the third floor.
"You know the crowd that boomed L. & D. last
spring?" he said.
"Well?" said' Bob.
"They're going to boost M. & L. in a few days."
"Sure of that, are you?"
"Yep. Two of them were in the office an hour ago
talking to the boss about it, and I overheard enough to
put me wise to their purpose."
"Tell me what you heard."
"The boss has got an prder to buy all the M. & L.
shares that he can find on the quiet, anc1 I guess he's started out to get them . They've already got the price of the
~tock several points below its usual figure.
As soon as
they've got hold of all they can pick up on the outside
,

.

!hey will begin to bicl for it at the .Exchange. Tlien it will
only be a question of -a few days be.fore ii begins to go 'up.
They expect to make a few millions out of the deal after
the general public gets interested. The lambs always
pay the piper, you know."
"What is M. & L . ruling at now?" asked Bob
"The last quotation I saw was 57."
At that moment the elevator stopped at the landing,
and a pretty young stenographer got out.
She smiled at Freddy, and Parks grinned back at her.
"That's our typewriter,'' he saic1 to Bob.
Bob glanced at the girl as she started on, but didn't
consider he;r as pretty as Eva Havens.
"Now," continued 11'rcc1dy, returning to the subject o!
their conversation, "I want $100 for that tip. I think
l am letting you in nlighty cheap."
Before Bob could reply Broker Dunston Dubois, Fredlly's employer, sudclenly came down the stairs behind the
lads.
"You young rascal! Is this whaL I am paying you for?"
exclaimed Broker Dubois angrily, seizing his messenger
by the collar ancl shaking him as a tonier would a rat.
'l'he boy'o salchel flew open, discharging a shower nf
C'Oi.n.
To say that Freddy was astonished at the unexpected
appearance of his boss from an unlookcc1-for quarter would
be putting it quite mildly indeed.
He was simply paralyzed.
Bob was also taken aback, but recovered himself at once,
and chop]Jing on his knees began to recover the gold pieces
that were scattered all over that section .of the floor.
"Don't let me catch you wa ·ting your time this way
again," roared the broker, letting go of his office boy.
"Pick up your money, and if any of it is missing it shall
come out of your wages."
With this parting remark he continued on to his office, leaving :Freddy pretty badly broken up.
"Oh, lor'!" gasped Freddy to Bob, "to think of him
turning up .from that direction anc1 me watching for him
to come up the elevator. But it's just my luck,'' he
added gloomily, restoring the last coin to the bag with
his companion's assistance.
"He seems to be pretty fierce when he gets going," remarked Bob.
"I should say he is. You ought to see him sometimeshe's like a Western cyclone."
"Well, run along, or you'll catch it again, anc1 maybe
worse."
So the boys separated, Bob returning to his own office
to consider what he would do about the tip he had got
from his friend Fred9.y.
During the afternoon he looked up the recent doings in
:iv.i;. & L., and found that it had dropped steadily from 65
t0 its present point of 57, within a week.
He had always understood that the stock was a good
one, and he judged that it would not go much lower.
"The1market ought to begin to pick up about this time.
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Hare you bought any yourself
uecn in the doldrums long enough. 1 think Freddy's any more shares.
yeti'"
will
it
guess
lip i~ good enough lo take a chance on. I
"res."
be safe enough for me to buy 1,000 shares. That will
"How many shares?"
leave me $2,200 to meet any call for additional margin
"l've bought 1,000."
if it should happen Lo drop four points or so, which I don't
"Gee! You'll win a boodle."
believe it will."
"I hope so, but l never c:ount my chickens until they're
By the time he was free lo leave the office he had decided to go into the deal to the extent of 1,000 shares, EO hatched."
"They'll be hatched all right, don't you worry. If I
he got the necessary funds from his safe deposit box and
stopped in at the bank in N assan street on his way· home. had 1,000 shares I'd look out for a new boss as soon as l
"I'd like to buy some M. & L. shares this lime," he said cashed in."
Bob laughed ancl said good-by.
to the margin clerk.
On Saturday M. & L. closed at 59.
m:;trgin
the
0£
extent
the
to
"We can accommodate yon
On Monday it went to 61.
cheerfully.
clerk,
you're ready to put up," responded the
Bob anc1 Freddy met at a quick-lunch counter
When
$100,000
"Can you?" replied Bob. "Suppose I have
shook hands over the bright prospects ahead
they
day
that
to put up?"
them.
for
"Well," laughed the clerk, "if you've the money with
Next day M. & L. got quite lively, and began to attract
you just dump it on the counter. Wc'll take all you've
considerable attention, with the result that it went 81i.H.
got. That's what we're in business for.''
"You tell it well. If I showed you $100,000 you'd drop higher, closing at 64.
'~This begins to look like business,'' said Bob to himself.
dead."
how high it
"Yes, I think I would if you said that it belonged lo "I'm about $7,000 ahead so far. I wonder
you. Well, how many shares of J'ii. & L. do you want to will go?"
N exl day there were a lot of buying orders for M. & L.
buy? Twenty or thirty?"
the ppckets of the brokers when they went 1.o the Exin
"Twenty or thirty! Do you take me for a one-horse
which caused quite a lively bidding Ior the stock.
change,
operator? I want 1,000."
syndicate had by this time gobbled up about all
the
As
"You •want how many?" asked• the clerk, rcg~rding him
be had, the scarceness of the stock gave the
to
was
that
with a quizzical smile.
.
and it went t6 70 by three o'clock.
boom,
a
price
"One thousand shares. Are you hard of hearing?"
showed
neither
but
glee,
high
in
were
Freddy
and
Bob
"No, my hearing is pretty good. I presume it is one of
any di sposition to sell their holdings as yet.
your jokes."
"The fun is only just beginning," said Freddy.
"No, I'm not joking when I talk business. I want you
"Maybe it is, but I don't think I'll hold on any longe~
to buy me 1,000 shares of .M. & L. at the market, which
happens to be 57. Ilere is the margin as I figure it," and when it gets to 75."
"Are you really going to sell at 75 ?"
Bob produced a roll of bills. "Count it and see that it's
don't know, Freddy. It hasn't got to 75 yet."
"I
right."
will reach that before to-morrow noon Ly the way
'iit
The clerk was surprised, but his impression was that
are going."
things
the boy was making the deal for some moneyed friend.
so myself, but still you never can tell what's
think
"I
"Do you want the ticket made out 'i n your own name?"
in the stock market. It's like climbin~ a
happen
to
going
he asked.
never can. be sure where you are at."
pole-you
greased
"Whose else's? Aren't I doing the business?"
be a good prophet when he said 11. &
to
proved
Freddy
The clerk said nothing more.
It was nothing to him whose money was figuring in the L. would reach 75 by noon next day.
In fact, it did better than that-it was up to 76.
matter so long as the amount was all right, so he handed
It closed at 77 3-8, and at that figure Bob gave his
Bob his memorandum, and the deal was made.
Next day M. & L. dropped a full point, but recovered order to sell.
Freddy held on until it reach 80 1-8, and got out with
half of that by the time the Exchange closed.
skin, and $3,900 profit.
whole
a
Two days afterward the stock took a brace w.i th a stiffBob, he cleaned up $20,000 on the deal, and
for
As
er market, and went up to 58.
satisfied.
thoroughly
was
In the meantime Bob had met Freddy and told him he
would give him the $100 for the tip.
"I've bought 175 shares," said Freddy, complacently.
CHAPTER XIII.
';I'd buy twice as much if I had the money to cover the
margin."
BOB PICKS UP ANOTHER TIP, AND GOES INTO P. & T.
"I can let you have the $100 this afternoon if it will
Neither Mildred Snow nor Eva Havens knew a.bout
do you any good," said Bob.
last deal in the market.
Bob's
get
to
"I'll take it, but I don't know as it will help me
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They knew, however, that he had made something over
$1,200 in his first two speculative ventures, and they were
also aware that Mr. Andrew Mudgett had presented him
with $6,000 out of gratitude for his services in rescuing
11 irn from the hands of his abductors.
Bob decided to tell Eva about his winnings in M. & L.,
as he now had no secrets from that young lady, but he il.'9sisted that she keep the fact quiet.
She was much astonished to learn how much he had
made in that one deal.
"You are certainly uncommonly smart, Bob," she said,
afler he had told her. "I really don't see how a boy like
you could make so much money in the market. Older
and more experienced persons than you are losing money
every day in the Street."
"That's right, they are; but you see I've been operating
with inside information, which makes all the difference
in the world."
· "How do ypu manage to get your inside information?"
"I got two \good tips from Freddy Parks. Ile seems
blessed with ears t_hat reach all around his boss's private
office. I can't say that I approve of Freddy's methods, but
it's his funeral, not mine. Some day his emrloyer will
get on to him, and then it will be all day with Freddy.
However, he isn't worrying much on that score, as he's
worth $5,000, and he acts as if he didn't care whether
school kept or not."
"Did he make it all in the market?"
"That's what he did. Freddy is about as clever as they
come."
"He must be, and he's younger than you, too. Do you
think of becoming a broker some day your8elf, Bob?"
'Yes, that's my ambition. I think it's a business thaL
just suits me."
.
"If you succeed as well as you've started in you ought
to become rich."
"I hope to. It takes money lo make the lHare go.
There's your bell. Mr. Mudgett wants you, so I'll have to
get bark to my office."
Bob got back just in time to answer a call from his own
crnployer.
"Take this letter to :Mr. Mason, and bring the answer
to the E\rliange," said Mr. Northrup.
) Ir. l\I ason was a broker in the Vanderpool Building,
and Bob lost no time in delivering il at his office on the
fourth floor.
'l'hc broker read the note, scribbled a reply, which he
enclosed in an envelope and handed to Bob.
The young nwssenger at once made a bee-line for the
~cw ~ireet entrance to the Stock Sxchange.
J'llaking his way to the rail, he told an attendant that
he wanted to deliver a note to Mr. Northrup, so the man
went off to hunt him up.
The other messenger boys were standing at the rail talking in eager tone8.
".\re you sure he said that a combination had been
formed to boost P. & T.?"

"Dead sure. I was standing right back of them at the
time, and they never paid the slightest attention to me,
but went right on talking."
"What else did he say?"
"Ile said that Wilford Staples was going to do the buying and booming, and• had orders to begin right away."
"Are you going to risk any money on the tip?" .
"Bet your life I am. I'm going i.o buy five shai:cs
right away. It's going at 61, and it will be up to 70 before
the week is out, see if it isn't."
"You know the men were brokers, do you?"
"Yes. rrhe man who did most of the talking was Tom
Harvey, and the other was Austin Ford."
"Did Harvey say how he got the pointer himself?"
"No; but he seemed to know all about the deal."
",,\ll right. I'll buy some shares o.f P. & T. myself. I
guess it's safe enough to lake a chance with."
"It's safe, don't you worry," replied the other.
Just then the broker for whom one of the boys had
brought a note came up and took it, and then both messengers left.
Bob had heard the' whole of the conversation, and it
started him thinking about the matter involved.
"I must look into this thing," he said to himself. "If
P. & T. is going i.o be boomed I want to be in on it, too."
At that moment his eye rested on lhe P. & T. standard,
and he saw Mr. Staples, with his hat on the back of his
head, making bids for something which he naturally presumed i.o be P. & T.
He exchanged memorandums with i;everal ])rokers while
Bob stood at the rail wailing for Mr. Northrup lo show
up.
~\ l length his employer came to the rail, look lhe note,
read il, and nodded to the boy as a signal that he could return to the office.
\\' hen he turned out of New slrceL into Wall a cab came
along.
Hob saw Lhat the occupanl of the vehicle was Mr. Godfrey Staples, who was doulJtless on lhe way lo his son's
olTice in lhe Mills Building.
The olc1 gentleman ;;aw Rob and lold the driver to
nlop alongside of the curb.
"Good-morning, Robert," he said, holding out his hand
lo the hoy.
"nood-morning, l\Ir. Staples," replied Boh, shaking
hands with him. "You're looking well to-day."
"I am feeling all right. l\Iy sojourn in the country has
made a new man o.f me."
• "Have you come down to keep your eye on the market?"
"Yes. I don't seem able to keep away from it altogether."
"I just saw your son in the Exchange around the P. &
T. ;:landard."
The old gentleman smiled shrewdly.
"I was thinking of buying a few shares of P. & '11 • myself,'' went on Bob, innocently, "just for a little excitement."
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"I hope you're not getting a touch of the Wall street for to speculate in Wall street is like playing with fire in
fever, Hobert," said Mr. Staples, wit.h a deprecating shake a tinder box-you are almost certain to be burn(ld. 1'
of his head.
1\fr. Staples said good-by and motioned his driver to
"I don't think there's any harm in taking a shy at the proceed, while Bob went on to the office.
market once in a while if you 11appen to have a good thing
That afternoon he bought 4,000 shares of P. & T. at 61.
in sight," replied Bob.
"There is a great deal of harm in it for a boy like yourself. In the first place you're almost certain to lose your
money."
CHAPTER XIV.
"Why, some months ago I bought ten shares of 0 . & S.
on margin, and made $250."
THE REAPPEARANCE AND FINAL EXIT OF BEN PIXLEY.
"You were very fortunate to come out ahead. How
came you to buy the 0. & S. shares?"
That evening after supper Bob's sister went out, as she
"I got an idea in my head that the stock was going to sometimes did, to fit a dress on a customer, and the boy
rise, just as I hQ.ve an idea that P. & T. is going lo be was left alone in the fiat.
higher in a few days.'~
He took up a book to read, but hardly had finished n
The old geentleman looked at ,him sharply.
page before there came a knock at the door.
"What. has given you the impression that P. & T. is
Supposing it was the lady who lived across the corridor,
going to advance?"
who was on very friendly terms with his sister, he opened
"Well, I saw your son buying it from several brokers, the door without any hesitation.
for one thing."
A man and a stout boy stood outside, the youth having
"That's a very poor reason. He is probably buying to a green shade over his eyes.
fill orders he has."
'!Well, what do you want?" asked Bob, regarding the
"The people who want it wouldn't buy it if they had
visitors with suspicion.
any idea it. was going down.''
"We want somethin' to eat," said the man.
"People who buy stock are merely betting on the chance
"I'm afraid that I can't--"
of it going up. There is no certainly in t.he matter at all.''
Before he could get any further the man suddenly
"Thai's true, sir, unless they have inside information." jumped on him and seized him by the throat, forcing him
"Only the favored few have that," repJied the old genback into the room.
tleman.
His companion quickly followed, closing and locking
"Then you wouldn't advise me to buy any P. & T. ?"
the door.
"I advise you to have nothing whatever to ;,lo with the
"Get a towel," said the man to his associate, ae he
market.''
shoved Bob down on the lounge and held him there in
"But I want to make a stake for a certain purpose, sir.
spite of his struggles to get free.
P. & T. is going at 61. I feel it in my bones that the stock
The boy with the green shade fetched a couple of towels ·
will be much higher before this time next week. Of
which
he found hanging in the little kitchen.
course, if yon advise me not to buy it I'll look around for
With
these Bob was speedily gagged and bound.
something else.''
The
man
went through his pockets and found several
The old gentleman looked searchingly at Bob.
"Will you promise not to go into the market after this dollars which he appropriated.
Leaving his companion to keep an eye on the young
one time if I gi,ve you a quiet tip which I shall expect
messenger,
he began to search the rooms for plunder.
you to keep entirely to yourself?"
Bob
felt
that he could do nothing to save his sister's
"I'd ratper not make any promises, sir, even to get
property,
so
he lay and stared at the young rascal whose
a tip, for something might turn up that would perhaps
make me regret I had done so, and if I had passed my face was partially obscured by the green shade.
There was something familiar about the youth that
word I'd feel bound to keep it."
"I see that you and I will have to have another talk on caused him to think that he had met him before.
Suddenly the truth flashed across his brain.
this subject," said Mr. Staples. "In the meantime, if
This was Beri Pixley, who had escaped from the officers
you are fully determined to invest your little money in
the market you won't go wrong by buying P. & T. I some months before while en route from Barnegat Yill11~t'
happen to know m~rself that it will go up in a day or so, to Jersey City.
and will probably reach 70 by Monday. You will be safe
This knowledge of the youth's identity, however, di<l:d
to hold on till it reaches 80, when you had better sell. Re- rlo him any good.
member, Robert, you must not on any account mention
It only caused him to chafe the more under the restraint
what I have told you. I have given you this tip because I which had been put upon him.
owe you some substantial return for your kindness oi the
.t\ t that juncture the electric bell in the kitchen rang
past. I hope this will be your last venture on the market, out sharply.

OX TIIE WIXG.
That indicated a caller, for it was too i::oon for his sister
to return.
Bob gue ed it was Freddy, who hall told him that he
might call that evening.
The ring had startled both the rascal. .
The man re-entered the room and turned the gas low
as the bell rang again.
Then they stood near the door an<l. awaited further developments.
In a few minutes somebody came 1;pringing up the
stairs, and then there came a sharp knock on the door.
Bob felt that Freddy wa ouhde, and determined to
give him some hint that omething wa wrong in.ide.
He was gagged and his arms were bound be]1ind his
back, but hi leg~ were at lib<'rty.

Lallu~lers that made
him see numerous star .
Befote he coulcl grt up lite man from next door had him
by the collar.
The green shade had fallen oIT an<l revealed to the surpri ed Frell<ly the, rPmemberecl foatures of Ben Pixley.
Freddy then rushed into the ITarker fiat and looked
around for Bob.
Rob wa ju t opening the kitchen door, a he had heard
the racket, and suspected that th two ra cal were trying
to make their e cape.
"Come here, Bob" palpitated Freddy. "Come out on
the landing and see who has been caught."
"It's Ben Pixley, I 11 b<'t a dollar,'' he replied.
"That's ju1;1t who it is. He fell over me after the man
who was with him knocked me over wit11 a rush. Before
he rould get up l\Ir. White had him by the jacket."
'l'hc two ho'.'~ ran ont on the landinir,
,. where they- found
that the man who lived next <loor hacl subdued hi pri onrr, and wa holding him on thr carpet.
"Wail a moment, Mr. Whiie," said Bob. "I'll get
~ome cord and tie hi hands and feet."
Hol' soon had Ben Pixley rrduced to a r;tate of helpless-

Ihead a whack against the ba~<· of th

He jumped to his feet and kicked a small padded :;tool
aero the floor toward t.he door.
· I1er of t h e rasca.1 could stop it it had hanged
B e rore <'lt
up agaird 1.he door.
The prr~on out:idc heard it plainly enough, for he
seized the knob of the door and tried lo open it.
'fhe yo11th with the green shtHle sprang at l~oh, !ml the
latter ellHled him and rushing into the k}tchcn managed
ne~s.
to shut the door with a hang.
""N"ow, Freddy, run and gC't a polirernan," he said, and
Ile pnt hi back against it, and braced his feet against
Freclcly lof4t no time in !'tarting off on his errand.
p· 1 ~,,
lf B
i
cc 'h
the stationary
\\ at have yon got to say or yourse , en lX ey ~
· drcs!'er.
.
·
Tlus afforcled an effectual barrier bet ween him and the k u b
a. e<1 no .
.
. tl1e s1•t trno--room.
.
.
.
.
rasca1s m
I Ben favored him with an ngly .cowl, but sa1d nothmg.
'"'
"You made vour escape some way from the officer in
Then he devoted his attention to freeing hi hands from
the towel, which he soon ac.complLhed by persh:tent effort. Xrw .Teri<ey, bl~t you won't be likely to repeat your sucTo foar the gag from l11s face was but the work or a c·ess in , Jew York. T ~ e Y0\11" fini h this time."
"
moment.
Another gcowl from Pixley.
"How came thi c·hap and hi pal to get in your flat,
The rascals had made a futile effort to pu~h in the door,
Boh ?" ru:ked Mr. White.
and finally desisted.
"'!'hey knocked on th clining-room door, just after my
Bob turned the key in the lock, and then, opening the
went out to call at the houl'e of one of her custom~ister
dumbwaitel', he pouncled on the opposite door.
'Ihe lady came to the waiter, and Hob tartlcd her with er . I thought it wa. your wi fc, and opened the door.
They had me done up in a moment. If it hadn't been for
a hurried tatement of affair, in hi · own flat.
the .fact that my friend Parks came along there might
"I your husband in?" he a ked.
have been a different tory to tell."
"Ye ," .he an wered.
"You seem to know thi chap."
"Let him go to the hallway door an<l see if there is a
"I ao. He used to he a Wall street messenger. He /
boy standing there. If there is it is probably a friend of
mine named Freddy Parks. Ask your lrnsbancl i.o tell him waR one of the gang th al ahduct.ed Anclrew 'Mudgett, the
to go downstairs and send the janitor up with his revol- broker, some months ago. You remember the case, don't
you?"
ver, and t hrn go after a polit1<·man."
"Oh ye~. It was the one in which yon figured so promi'l'he lady f'aid . he would tell her husband, and left the
nently in the paper.. "
dumh1vaiter for that pnrpo. r.
"Thal'R right. Parks wa. wilh me at the time. This
In lhe meantime the ral'cHlf' held a C'On. nltation, and nol
liking the look of things, decided to leaye the flat whilC> lad e~caped from the ofHcers who were escorting him, his
there wa~ a rhance of their doing f'O without beinp- caught. father and the fellow namea Rdwards to the Jersey City
o they nnlocked the door ancl macle a :-nclclen cla~h for prison."
"I remember that ~·on told me !'lomething about it at the
the !'!air:;, up!'rtting T-'redcly Parkf', who f1toot1 in their way
ju-t as the husband of t11e lady liext cloor appeared on the time. He's a :;lippery rascal, evidently."
"Hi slippery days are over for a while, I'll bet."
landing.
Steps were now heard on the stairs, and Freddy appearThe boy with the p;reen shade cli<ln't get off as easily a!'
I
he expected, for he tripped over Freddy, and truck h! ~a with a policeman.
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ON THE WING.
"What makes you think it is?"
Bob gave Pixley in charge, and locking the flat up he
Bob told him about the .. conversation between the two
and Freddy accompanied the officer ancl his prisoner to the
messenger boys he had overheard in the Exchange." '
station. 1
"Looks good; but is it?"
Harker told his story to the sergeant in charge, and
"Well, I saw Mr. Staples· buying the stock as fast as
night.
the
for
up
Ben was locked
could pick it up."
he
of
magistrate
the
before
Next morning he was brought
sent
was
evidence
Bob's
the Harlem police court, and on
"Are you going to take a chance with it?"
to the Tombs prison.
"I've already taken a chance."
. Iri due time he was tried, convicted, and sent to the "Have you? How many shares did you buy?"
"I bought all I could afford."
JJJlmira Reformatory for a term of years, and on the whole
he didn't get any more than was coming to him.
"That must be more than a thousand."
"It was."
"What is it going at now?"
"I think the last quotation I saw was 62 5-8."
CHAPTER XV.
"What did you give for yours?'"
"I gave 61."
:JJOB RE.A.ORES THE $100,000 MARK.
"Then you are ahead of the game already. I guess I'll
go into it."
On the morning following the capture of Ben Pixley,
"I would. You won't regret it."
Bob telephoned his office that he would not get downtown
"I'll buy 500 shares, and that will take only three-fifths
until late owing to the fact that he would have to appear of my funds. So if it should happen. to go down I can
at the Harlem pqlice court.
make good a call for additional margin."
When he did get down he explained matters to 'Mr.
"That's a sensible way to look at it, but I don't think
Northrup wheµ he saw him.
it will go any lower for the present. I expect to see it
He also went into Mr. Mudgett's office, and told the old reach 70 by the first of next week."
broker that young Pixley had been caught and was now
Freddy was impressed by the possibilities of' P. & T.,
at the Tombs.
and he bought 500 shares, which cost him 62 7-8. ,
Then he' ran in and saw Eva a few minutes, and told
During ,the next two days the stock went up very slowly
her of the exciting event which had happened in his sis- to 65.
ter's flat.
On Saturday it closed at 66.
"If it hadn't been for Freddy," said Bob, "we'd probOn Monday the entire market opened strong, and everyably have been cleaned out and the rascals would have
.seemed to be in the buying mood.
body
escaped. As it is, we lost nothing, and though the man
dearth of sellers stiffened prices all along the line,
The
got off we have Ben Pixley all right, and he was one of the
1
and it wasn't long before P. & T. had climbed up to 70.
chaps implicated in the abduction of Mr. Mudgett."
As business was looking up among the brokers Bob was
Bob kept his eyes on the ticker that clay whenever he
on the wing more than two-thirds of his. time, and congot the chance to look at the tape, and though a great
sequently had very little chance to look up his particular
many shares of P~ & T. changed hands, the price was
stock on the tape during the business hours of the Exnot materially affected.
change.
Next day the stock advanced a point and a half, and
Freddy was likewise kept on the go, and neither had a
that was equivalent to a profit of $6,000 for Bob, which
/
chance t,o go to lunch these days till three o'clock.
was quite satisfactory to him.
If they got particularly hungry while they were out,
"I wonder what old Mr. Staples w?uld say if he knew
they'd go into a
I was able to buy 4,000 shares of P. & T.? No doubt be and felt they could skin a few minutes,
and a cup oJ
th01.1ght that fifty or sixty shares would be about my quick-lunch house and swallow a sa11-dwich
limit," thought Bob, with a chuckle. "I'm liable to make coffee.
When they met they merely exchanged a wo;d or two
$50,000 out of this deal, or even more than that. Let me
see. Mr. Staples told me to sell out at 80, which is a pretty as they passed, and ·kept right on their way, for nearly
gO'Od sign the stock will go to that figure. That would every message was important, anc1 could not be delayed.
The girls, too, were busy, and so were all the cl~rks in
me::in a profit of $75,000 for me. At that rate, I can calr,ulate that I will soon be worth $100,000. That's a pretty the counting-room~, who found they had to work over- .
tidy sum for a boy of my age. I think sis could afford time to keep up with the flow of business.
Things grew more lively as the week went on,. and every
to give up dressmaking for good and all, and live like a
marked higher prices in stocks, P. & T. rapidly nearday
·
lady heiself."
·
80 mark.
the
ing
morning,
next
Parks
met
he
when
Bob,
"Freddy," said
Thursday, after an exciting
following
the
on
length,
At
sure
dead
a
it's
believe
"why don't you buy P. & T.? I
P. & T. closed at 80 5-8.
Exchange,
the
on
session
five-hour
winner."
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Bob saw this quotation when he came in from an errand when he heard that P. & T., after going to 83, had gone
at 3.20.
to pieces unde.i· pressure.
"P. & T. looks good for ten points more, but I'm going
"I'd have been caught only for Bob," he said to himto take Mr. Staples's advice and sell out right away. I see self. "Next time I won't haggle over any advice he may
my $75,000 profit in sight now, and I'm not going to offer me."
spoil a good thing by holding on too long. Enough is as
When the boys got their statements they found their
good as a feast, especially when there's no dependence to shares had been sold at 81 1-8.
be put in the feast. I must persuade Freddy to sell, too.
Freddy was richer by $9,000, while Bob had made nearly
I wouldn't like to see him caught at the eleventh hour. " $80,000, and was worth in round numbers about $107,000.
The $7,000 he took home with him that night, and
As soon as Bob got off for the day he rushed around to
the office of Mr. Dubois, where he found his friend about made a present of it to his astonished sister.
ready to go home for the day.
"There now, sis, don't say I never gave you anything."
"My gracious!" she exclaimed. !'Have you been mak"Hurry up, Freddy. I'm going around to the bank to
ing
more money in stocks?"
order my stock sold. You'd better fall in line, too."
"That's what I have. I am now worth an even $100,"Oh, come off, you aren't going to sell out when the
000."
shares are on tlae road to par."
But his sister cottlc1n't believe it until he showed her
"On the road to your grandmother. P. & T. will not
8ee par this trip, if it ever does. Put on your hat and his statement from the bank.
"There's the evidence, and they say figures don't lie.
come, along."
At
any rate, I can swear that those figures tell the solsaid
"I'm not going to sell my shares short of 90,"
emn
truth."
Freddy, as they walked out of the office.
· "If you're going to wait for that figure you'll find
yourself in the soup.''
CHAPTER XVI.
"Ho! What makes you think so?"
"Well, I had a tip to sell at around 80 from a man
OOltOLUSION.
who is close to the clique that is booliling the stock."
"Who was it?"
"We are the people, Bob," said Freddy Parks, whe:t'I. he
"I can't tell yo1t who it was, and ibvottlc1n't do yot1 any
and
his friend congratulated each other over their \vingood to know. But I have confidence in his advice, and
in P. & T. "I am worth fourteen thousand plunks,
nings
I'm going to be guided by it. You are now 17 points and
and
the
best of it is not one of my folks thinks I'm worth
a fraction to the good. That's a matter of $8,500 l'rofit.
more
than
$100. I'm going to give them the surprise of
Better make sure of it while you can."
their life some clay."
"I figured on making $10,000."
"Why don't you tell your peo1Jle ?" asked Bob.
"No matter what yot1've figured on making. 'fhe best"I want to wait till I'm worth about $25,000. That
laid plans often go up the spout. Sell out this afternoon,
will make my governor stare."
and you're reasonably sure of a good haul, unless the n1ar"But it may be a long time before you reach that figure.
ket should go to pieces at the opening of the Exchange toThe next deal you go into might give you a set-back."
morrow, which is hardly likely."
"I'll take care only to go into a pt·etty sure thing."
By this time they had reached the little bank in Nassau
"You mean that you won't touch the market till you
~treet, and only ju;;t in time to do business.
get hold of anothel' tip?"
13ob pushed up. to the window and told the margin cl~rk
"That's it, and then I'll ohly put up about half my
to t1ell him out at the rrtatket in the ntol'hing.
funds. I don't believe in laking loo 111any chances."
"!:-fir< request was dt1ly i'ecorded, and he tttrneO. to Freddy.
"I'm glad to hear you say so. I had all I could do to
"Now j then, get busy and hand in youl' order."
get you to sell out P. & T. the other night in time to save
Freddy wasn't anxious to do it, but Bob persuaded him you from next clay's slunip."
to flo it, and be did.
"I was foolish, but I'm going Lo be wise after thi s. 'l'he
" If P. & T. goes to 85 01' 90 I'll feel like kicking you," more money I have lhe hatder I feel l!ke holding on to
hr

~aiO..

it. It woulc1 break me up to lose that $1!,000 in any deal."
"The best . way to keep it is not to risk it. You coulr1
loan it out at 5 per cent a year. That would give yon an
income of $700, or nearly twice as much a week as you're
getting from Mr. Dubois fot your servi ces as mesfehger."
"If you loaned your money out at that rate you'd earn
$5,000 a year. If I was in your shoes I'd quit the lharket
for good, and not take any more chances."
"I disagree with you, Freddy. I think I've 111oftey
Ile was sevocal times more glad next day about noon,

"It may go t9 85, though I doubt it; but I wouldn't
rhance it eveh to win $20,000. It's altogether ioo ri ~k:Y
n proposition, especially for you and I, who are so busy
1hcH' clays, and in no position to keep a watch on the way
tllin f(R ate going."
"I guess you're right, Bob. On the whole, I'm glad I've
otcleretl my shares sold."
0
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enough to speculate with successfully when I see a good
chance-that is, on the slow and sure principle."
The boys were on their way home, and they argued the
matter until Freddy left the train one station south of
Bob's destination.
"What are you going to do with that $7,000 I gave
you, Edith?" Bob asked his sister that evening at the
supper table.
"I'm going to give up dressmaking and buy it cosy little
two-family house in tho Bronx. By renting half of it
I ·guess we could meet our expenses."
"You have an eye to business; I see, like mysel£."
"Yes, I think the plan' I have mentioned is the most sensible one I could adopt, don't you?"
"I think it's all right. You ought to be able to get a
good house for that amount of money if you don't pick
out a too expensive neighborhood."
They talked the matter over for an hour, and then Bob
went out to call on a friend in the next block.
On the following ,Sunday Bob took Eva Havens up to
Bronx Park after she had called at the Harker flat and
had dinner with the brother and sister.
They strolled around the park for an hour or so, and
finally sought a secluded nook where there was a bench.
Here they talked together in low tones on subjects of
special interest only to their tw9 sehes.
Bob now felt that he was pretty solid with Eva-at any
rate, she went out with nobody else, and always seemed
glad to have him call at her house, which he made a point
of doing once a week.
While they were talking together on the bench Bob sudt
denly became conscious that two men had come to that
locality, and stopped just on the other side of the bushes
which screened the bench in a kind of green bower.
Presently the drift of their conversation became apparent to him.
They were talking about two railroad companies, hitherto rivals, that had come to an amicable arrangement to
pool their freight and passenger traffic, quit cutting rates,
and to raise their tariff charges.
The securities of both roacls had heen at a low price
for a long time on account of the financial diffi culties into
which this ruinous competition had forced the companies.
In fact, it was rumored about the financial distri ct that
one of tli.e roads would soon be forced into a receiver's
hands.
This unfortunate state of affairs was now relieved by
the mutual agreement in question, which was bound to
lead to the rehabilitation of both roads, and advance the
value of their stock and bonds.
"The shares of both roads are bouncl to go up at least
ten points when this news get out," said one of the unseen' speakers. "At present the D. & W.'s stock is going
begging at 40, while the I. & N. is a slow seller at 45. We
must load up on both, Hensltaw, at once, for the confirmation of the deal will soon be publicly announced,
and then there will be a rush on the part of brokers and

th e general public io gobble up all ihat's in sight. The
shares may even go to 60 in the first flurry, perhaps
higher, but, of course, will settle down to about 50 for
D. & W., and 56 or so fQr I. & N."
"I'm with you, Withers,'' replied Mr. Henshaw. "We
should make a good thing out of this bit of inside information. It's too bad we haven't more money to invest.
And there isn't time enough to raise a loan on our rr.al
estate."
"We've got a bunch of gilt-edge securities that we can
hypothecate for the time being. It's true they don't belong to us, but that doesn't matter, as we will be able to
recover them inside of a couple of weeks, and no one
will be the wiser."
"It will be safe to use them, I guess. I also control
about $100,000 worth of Boston City 5's, left to my niece
by her father's will. I'll raise $65,000 on them easily
enough."
"You're lucky. I wish I _was some wealthy girl's guardian, too, at this moment."
The voices then grew less distinct, which showed that
the two men, who probably were Wall street brokers, were
walking away from the spot.
"\Yell," said Bob, in a tone that betrayed not a little
excitement, "did you hear what those men said?" ·
"Every word," replied Eva.
"And you must know that we have accidentally acquired a first-class tip on the affairs of two railroads whose.
i:;ecurities are bound to go up, as those gentlemen said,
as soon as the news of the peace arrangements are made
public."
"It would seem so," said the girl.
"Now I think here is a chance for me to more than
double my $100,000," went on Bob, eagerly. "The shares
of both roads will certainly advance ten points as soon
as 'the news gets out on the Street. I could buy 10,000
shares of the stock of each road on margin. That would
cost me $95,000, with a profit of $200,000 in sight."
"My gracious!" exclaimed Eva, with sparkling eyes.
"Are you really going to do it?"
"I think I will after' I have looked the matter up."
"Why, you'll be worth a mint of money by and by."
"I hope so, but I shan't enjoy it unless--'1
"Unless what?"
"You promise to share it with me, Eva, some day."
The ·fair stenogr~pher looked down at the grass and
blushed deeply.
"Do you care enough for me to promise to marry me
some time?" he asked .
.It was some moments before Eva answered, and then
she said "Yes" very low.
That was enough for Bob, who put his arms around her
and kissed her.
They were as happy as two turtle ,doves after that, and
both forgot all about the valuable pointer that had come
to them a little•while before.
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Next morning Bob began· to make some inquiries about holdings right away; as there was likely to be a decline at
any moment.
..,
the two Western roads in question.
Bob went around to the different brokers with whom he
He found there were rumors of a deal between the
companies floating about the Street, but nothing definite had made deals, and ordered them closed out.
He then accompanied Freddy to• the bank in Nassau
·
had come to light.
holdings there at next
That afternoon he bought 2;000 shares of E)ach of the street, and both closed out their
price.
market
morning's
_roads on _the usual margin at the little bank in Nassau
The sales were made at figures that netted Bob somestreet, and he induced Freddy to buy 1,000 shares of each.
over $400,000, and Freddy $39,000.
thing
· They got the D. & W. at 40 and'. the I. & N. for '.lo5.
'Ihus Bob became worth half a million, and Freddy over
Next day Bob went to a big brokerage house and bo~ght
/ $50,000.
5,000 shares of D. & W.
They both resigned their positions as messengers after
On the following day he bought 5,000 shares of I. & N.
hired a suite of offices, and devoted their attention
that,
from ·another broker.
to the, market-young operators, in fact .
exclusively
. The price on each was the same as on the preceding day.
not attempt ,to carry on a brokerage business
did
They
Next morning the newspapers announced the consumthrough regular brokers
mation of the deal between the two roads, but the 'intelli- at all, but bought and sold stocks
alone.
themselves
for
gence was unofficial.
In this way they gradually increased their mu~ual capiNevertheless, the mere announcement, unconfirmed as
tal, and enjoyed the unlimited satisfaction of being their
it was,
/ caused considerable excitement around the stand- own bosses.
m;~s of the two ' roads, and considerable activfty in the
When Bob attained his twenty-second year he and Eva
-§hares was the result, eaoh advancing a point.
•
Havens were married.
. That afternoon Bob put practically the rest of his monFreddy, as a matter of course, was best man at the
·e:y into 3l000 shares of each road at the advanced figure.
1
wedding.
It WJJ.s a tremendous deal for a boy to engage in, but he
Mildred Snow officiated as bridesmaid.
had the courage of his convictions, and did not feel a bit
The bride received many r elegant presents, chief of
:nneasy. over the ultimate result.
which was a $50,000 diamond and pearl necklace from
·. Freddy, on- the strength of another conversation with Bob.
· 'Bob, purchased 5-00 shares more of each of the stocks.
Andrew Mudgett and William Northrup were both at
Then both boys, with all 1 their money at stake on the the ceremony, which took place at the bride's home in
turn of Fortune's wheel, lay back on their oars and watch- Brooklyn, and several other brokers of the younger set
ed for results.
were likewise_present to give Bob a good send-off.
Next day was Friday, and the Street was full of the deal_ Bob and Freddy are still partners, with a splendid suile
between the two roads, but there was as yet no official con- of offices on the fifth floor of the Barnum Building, and
thi) former is said to be worth $f,500,000 at least .
fip~ation of it at the offices of , cither road.
Re and Freddy are also constant aseociates outside of
., Lots of -brokers and outside speculators, however, s~emed confident that the intelligence was true, and b11cked the office, and often visit one another's private dens at
their views with cash, so that a lot of business was tran- their residences, where they like to talk about old times in
~aeted in the shares, and the price went up another point. \Vall street, when they were both On the Wing at a very
'on the following day the Exchange had hardly opened humble salary.
for business when the news of the pooling arrangement beTHE END.
tween_the two roads was officially confirmed.
Read "A CHASE FOR A FORTUNE; or, THE BOY
Then there was a mad rush to get some of the stock, and
,
'-.p. &ii W. advanced to 46, and I. & N. to 52 by the time the WHO HUSTLED," which will be the next number (79)
chair:inan's gavel fell at noon.
of "Fame and Fortu:ie Weekly."
Bob spent Sunday with Eva at her home, as it was too
chillly to go anywhere.
They could hardly talk of anything but the money that
the young messenger expected to make out of his big deal.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbars of this weekly
Next day both D. & W. and I. & N. opened sevencannot obtain them from any
.eighths of a point higher than on Saturday, and by three are always in print. If you
o'clock the former was going at 55 and the latter at 62. newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
. There was tremendous excitement all day at Hie .Ex- mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
change, and this increased to fever heat on the following
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
'
day, when the roads advanced five points more.
The boyf!, after a con~ultation, decidea to sell out their you order by return mail.
I
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WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE

STORY EVERY WEFX

.,- STOJtIES OF BOY FIREMEN -.r
By ROBERT LENNOX

Handsome Colored Covers
32=-Pages of Reading

Price

s

II

Cents

Splendid Illustrations
Issued Every Friday

BF TAKE NOTICE! ""91
Beginning with No. 41, this weekly will
contain a new series of magnificent fir e
stories, written by Robert Lennox, the
best author of this class of fiction in the
world. They detail the exciting adventures of a company of gallant young fir efighters, under the leadership of a brave
boy known as Young Wide Awake. Their

·~ ·~

daring deeds of heroism, and the perils
they overcome, are intensely interesting.
These stories are not confined entirely to
fire-fighting, but also contain many interesting incidents, humorous situations and
a little of the love element. There is a.
charming girl in the stories whom you Will
all like very much.

- - Tell All Your Friends About This Fine .Series . . . .
ALREADY PUBLISHED:
10 We, Us & Co. ;1 or, Seeing Life with a Vaudevllle Show. By Ed·
ward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out tor an Officer; or, Corporal Ted In the P hilippines. By
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fred Warburton.
13 The Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's Start In Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
·
14 Out for Gold ; or, The Boy Who Knew the Dilference. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked; or, Bob Brisbane·s Big Klck. By Frank
Irving.
16 Slicker tban Silk; or, The Smoothest Roy Alive. By Rob Roy.
17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the 'l'reasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy \\"ho Looked ruuy. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Blulf; or. Jack ll!ason·s ll!arhle Fa~e. Ry Frank Irving.
20 On the Lobster Shift; or, The llerald"s Stai· Reporter. By A.
Howard De Witt.
•
21 Under the Vendetta·s Steel; or, A Yankee roy in Corsica. By
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Lurk of Reing a Roy. By Rob Roy.
:IS In Fool's Paradise; or, The Roy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred
Warburton.
24 One Boy in a Million; or, 'l'he 'l'rick That Paid. By Edward N.
Fox.
25 In Spite of lllmself; or, Serving the Russian rolice. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
26 Kicked into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got 'l'bcre. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals; or, 'l'he :Man-'l'rap of Death Valley. By .A.
Howard De Witt.
28 Living ln His Hat; or, The Wide Wdrld Ills Home. By Edward
N. Fox.
29 All for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time In Mexico. By Lieut. J . J .
Barry.

30 The Easiest Ever ; or, How Tom Fllled a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawt horn, U. S. N.
31 In the .Sultan's Eye; or, Beating the Porte's Game. By Tom
Dawson.
·
32 The Crater of Gold; or, Dick Hope·s Flnd In the Phlllpplnes. By
Fred Warburton.
33 At the Top of the Heap ; or, Daring to Call His Soul Hls Own. By
Rob Roy.
34, A Lemon for His; or, Nat's Corner In Gold Bricks. By Edward N.
Ii' ox.

35 By the Mikado's Order; or, Ted Terrlll's "Wln Out" In Japan. By
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
36 Hls Name was Dennis; o r, The Luck ot a Green Irish Boy. ·· By
A. Howard De Wi tt.
~
37 Volunteer Fred; or, From Fireman to Chief. By Robert Lennox.
38 Neptune No. 1: or, The Volunteer Flre Boys of Blackton. By
Robert Lennox.
'
39 Hook, Ladder and Pike ; or, The Life-Savers of Freehold. By
Robert Lennox.
40 Columbia's Pet: or, A Fi rema n at 17. By Robert Lennox
41 Young Wide Awake; or, The Fire Boys of Belmont. By Iiobert
Lennox.
42 Young Wide .Awake's Biggest Blaze; or, Saving a Burning City. By
Hobert r,enuox.
43 Young Wide Awake's Life Line: or, The Narrowest Escape on Record. By Robert Lennox.
44 Young Wide Awake's Hook and :Uadder Work; or, The Maniac Fire
i?iend of Belmont. By Robert Lennox.
45 Young Wide Awake's Bucket Brigade; or, Trapping a Fire Bug. By
Robert Lennox.
46 You~g Wide Awake Smoke-Bound; or, Daring Work With the Lita
Net. B.Y Robert Lennox ..

Fo; sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, fly

FBANX TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Un:ion Squa.re, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
Gf our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and Ill
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DEAR Srn-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me :
.•.. . copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos .. ..... ...... ....... ............... ... . .............. • .•••••• •.• .•
1
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"
"
WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ............ · · ... .............. ......................... .
.. • • • "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ..........•....................................• , .•.••• , ••••
,, • • . "
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ......................................... , •.•..•.• ,.,,.
"
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ..................................................... , ..•••• ,.,
"
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These
~

Books Tell

You

Everything I

COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!

Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, _in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive, illustrated cover.
M~t of the books are alao profusely illustrated, and all of the subJects treated upou are exp lained in such a simple manner that al'J1'
child. can thoroughly undel'Stand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anvthing about the subjeclll
,
.
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY 'l'HREE BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TA.KEN THE SAME AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.

MESMERISM.

No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the roost approved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Bu10 Koch, A, C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTRY.

N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CA.RDS.-Em·
bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks with il·
'
lustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO ll'ORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.Oontaini~~ deceptive Car·d '!'ricks as performed by leading conjurors
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

MAGIC.
No. 82, HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apNo. ?· HOW ~ DO T~ICKS.-The great book of magic and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanation of theil' meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, contammg full mstruction on all the leading card tricks
and the Irey for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the day, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
our. lea~mg magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
Leo Hugo Kocb, A, C, S, Fully illustrated.
as it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No .. 22. HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83, HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explamed by_ his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
trtructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most 11.pproved methoils which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
111.ding hypnotist» of tbe world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOME A l\IAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
assort~ent of magical illusions ever placed before the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran!1est
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
hvnting and fisiling guide ev~ published. It con~ains full in- public.
68. HO~V TO DO .CHEMICAL THICKS.-Containing over
1truction1 about gu.ns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishiI g, oneNo.
hundred highly amusmg and instructive tricks with chemicals.
toiether with descriptions of game and fish.
Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
A.
By
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGIIT OF IIAND.-Containing over
llh,11tl.'llted. Every boy should )!;now 'how to row and sail a boat. ~tty
of the latest and best tricks used by magi(!ians. Al110 oontainFull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- mg the
~ecret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
atruction11 on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
. No .. 10. HOW '..rO l\1A;KE l\IAGIU TOYS.-Containing full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- d1rect1011s
for makmg Magic Toys and devices of many kinds By
:A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses A. Anderson.
•
Fully illustrated.
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
No. 73.. HOW_ TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBEJRS.-Sbowing
diseases peculiar to the horse.
tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By .A.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A bandy many curious
Fully illustrated.
book for boys, l!Ontaining full directions for constructing canoes Anderson.
TO BECOME A CONJUROR - Containing
HOW
75.
No.
and the most p(•pular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated. tri_cks V.:itJ:i Domin_os,
Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, et~. Embracing
BY. O. Stansfield H icks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ~qw TO DO '1'1IE .BLACK ART.-Containing a CQmFORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descri.pt10n of the mysteries of Magic anil Sleight of Hand,
with many wonderful experiments. By .A. A.udel'jlon
together
€ontaining the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean·
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curiou11 games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAJ\:IS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW ~ ~ECOl\I_El_ AN INVENTOR.-.dlvery boy
from the little child to the a&"ed man and woman. 'fhis little book should
~now how mv~nl10ns ~r1.ginated. This book exi;>lains them
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky all, giv1~g
e;Kamples. m electr;i~1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's OraC'nlurn," the book of fate.
mechamcs, etc. l he most instrnctive book published
pneumatics,
No, 28. llOW 'fO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of
BECOM~ AN ENGINEER-Containing fuli
HOW
5y.
No.
.
· knowlnr what his fu ture life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstrucllons how 'l'O
t,o proceed m order to become a locomotive enmisery, wealth or poverty. 'Xou can tell by a glance at this li ttle gi !'.leer; also dir~ct1.ons
for builili_ng a model locomotive; together
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell with a full descript10n of
evervthmg nu onginee1· should know
the fortune of your friends. ·
'MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS._..:..Full
l\IAKE
'l'O
IIOW
07.
..
N_o
.
No. 76. HOW TO 'fELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- d1reC'llons how to mak~ a Il?-njo, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, XyloContaining rules for telling fortun es by the aid of lines of the hand, phone nnd other musical mslrurnents; together· with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events scription. of nearly every .musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely ;llustratcd. By Algernon S. ll-,itzgerald,
for ,twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC~
l\o. 50. HOW 'fO l\rAKEl A l\Il\,GIC LAN'l'ElRN.-Containing
No. 6. ROW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full instruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a des<'ripli<:>n of. the !ant.em, together with its ·history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, :\lso full rllrect1ons for its us~ and for pa,inting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can 1llnstrated. By John Allen.
No. 71.. HOW .TO DO l\IECI~ANICAL.TRICKS.-Containlng
become •tronr and healthy by follo wing the instructions contained
complete mstruct1ons for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
In this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Con ta ining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LE'l'TERS.-A most comth es11 u~e ful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing Jove-letters
wi thout an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containing full and when to use them, giving speC'imen letters for young and ol<L
No. 12. now TO WRl'fE LETTERS TO LADIES_-Giving
ms tructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
letters to ladies on all subjects·
Embracinr thirty-five illustrations. By Professor ·w. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing and
'
requests.
letters of introduction. notes
also
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO ·FENCE.-Contain!ng full Instruction for
full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects·
f11ncing and the use of the broadswo~J; also instruction in archery. Containing
'
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruC'tion.
No. 53. now TO WRITE LET'fERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fell eing. A oomplete book.
book. telling you how to writ.o to your sweetheart your father
.
mother, sist~r, b~ther!, employer: and, in fact, eve rybody and any=
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to wr1 .e to. FJvery yo11ng man and every young
e:zplanat ions of fue general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should hnvf' this book.
No. 74. rrow TO WRITE LETTEas 00RRECTLY.-C;on·
to card tricks; of card tricks with o rdin a7 cards, and not requiring
1leight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleigut-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing let.t~rs on .almost any subject;
also rules for P.unctuation and compos1tion, with spe::imen letten.
11!4!ciall1 preparecl car(ls. By Profe&sor Haffner. Illustrated.

.·

~============~·=========::::::..:THE STAGE.

No. ~1. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
m«?st famous en~ men. No amateur minstl'els is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Cobta.1!1ing a varied asso,rt~ent of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows. .
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl.!l BQOK.:--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for or·
ganlzing an amateur minstrel troupe.
. No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
Joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contaitls a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joker of
the ~ay. Every boy .who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtam a copy 1mmed1ately.
No .. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing complete mstruct1ons how to make up for various characters on the
s~age.; togl!ther with th e duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property l\Ian. By a prominent Stage Manager.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jol..es, :rnecdot- 1 and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Contalnh1g foiii'"
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker1 reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.II the popular !1uthors of prose and poetrs. erranged tr the tnosfl
simple and concise manner possible,
No._ 49. _HOW TO DEBA'.rE.7 Giving rules for conducting de·
bates, onthnes tor. de~ates, qu.eshons for discuesion 1 and the bes•
sourcejll for procurmg mformabon on the questi<lns given.

SOCIETY.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'.rbe arts and wiles of flirtation art
fully E'Xpl~ined by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ba.r.dkerch1ef._ fan, glove, paras<ll, window and hat flirtation, it contnms a foll hst of the language and sentiment of flowers which i3
ln~eresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
. No. 4. H.OW _TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
!tttle book Just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partic~
bow to drC'ss, and full directions for calling off in all popular squar9
dances.
N.o. ~· HOW T<? MA~~ LOVJ!l.-A c?mplcte guide to Ion ',
comt~h1p and marnage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquett<t
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
u-ally known.
No. 1 i. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in th\l
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving th"
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEJAUTIFUL.-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. '.rhe secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.
y

HOUSEKEEPING.

NC!. 16. H9W TO KEEP -': WIND.OW GARDElN:-Containing
full mstruct1ons fo1· constructmg a wmdow garden e1 ther in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
~owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubh!hed.
Nn. 30. HOW 'l'O COOK.-One of the most instructive books
on cooking ever published. It_ contains_ recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.'
ELECTRICAL.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
containing full instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, J>aroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. HOW '.rO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated. By Ira Drofraw.
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint1
on hovi to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird1,
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. HarrlngtOD
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-Al
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountlilf
and preservir.g birdE, animals and insects.
No. 54. HOW 'l'O KEEP AND l\IANAGE P'."JTS.-Giving com•
plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keepingl
taming, breeding, and managing all kincls of pets ; also giving tul
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind evei
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ·
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ii:
lustrations.
No. 64, HOW TO 1\iAKE ELEC'rRICAL MACHINES.-Conta!ning full directions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and ma11y novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R. A. R. :Sennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST,_..!: u11eful ind Ill•
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also e:i•
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas bllll<lons. Thill
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOilIE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. Hf)W TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fot
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (de lighting multi- maldng all ki '1s of candl,'ice-crea~,_syrup-!.i.essences. etc~ etc. . .
84. HOW '.rO Bn.COl\fEJ A1'f AUTttOR.-Gontaining full
No.
the
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
greatest book f.'ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibiltlt and generql comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
.
a{ games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Ililand
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. lt contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BEC0ME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A WOil•
derful book. containing usefll and practical information in the
money than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\iES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
bagatelle,
billiards,
of
book, containing the rples and regulations
plaints.
backgammon, croqn t. d minoes, et<'.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. HOW 0 '. OLVID CONUNDRUl\IS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regard ng t l.e collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. Handsomely iJJustrat.d,
·
and witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DE'l'EJCTIVE.-By 01!1 King Brady,
No. 52. HOW '1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, f(iving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre. Crib- the world-known detective. In which he Ja ys d<lwn some valuable
bage. Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro San<'ho, Draw Poker, and st11sible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
Au ction Pitch. All Fours. and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of -•rell-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOl\IE A PHOTOGRAPHER.-ContainNo. 66. HOW 'rO DO PUZZI,ES.-Containini.r over three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how lo make Photographlt! Nagle Lantern Sfides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
ETIQUETTFl.-lt
OF
BOOK
OR,
IT;
DO
TO
No. 13. HOW
is a great life secret, and one that every yo.mg man desires to know OADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Stud~, Examinations, buties, Staff of Officers, Post
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Oontaining the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations. Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
apof good society and the easiest and most approved methods of
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET. -Complete in\n the drawing-room.
structions of how to )fain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containmg the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. "fiOW 'l'O RECITEJ AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States Navy. Com·
~ ialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect t>ieces, together piled and written by Lrt Senarens, author of "How to Become fi
West Point Military Cadet."
1'ith many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS, EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Pub~sher, 24 Union Square, New York.

-THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

A Weekly Magazine containing Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful account of the exciting adventures of a brave band
of American youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives for the sake of helping along the
gallant cause of Independence. Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter, bound in a beauti·
ful colored cover.
LATEST ISSUES:
The Liberty Boys' Own Mark ; or, T rouble fo r the Torle1.
The Liberty Boys at Newport; or, T he Rhode I sland Ca~alg n.
The Liberty Boys and "Blllck J oe" ; or, T he Negro Who el ped.
The Liberty Boys H ard a t Work; or, After t he Ma rauders.
The Liberty Boys and t he "Sh lrtmen" ; or, Helping the Virginia
Riflemen .
257 The Liberty Boys at Fort Nelson ; or, The E lizabeth River Campalgn.
258 The Liberty Boys and Capt a in Betts ; or, T rying to Down Tryon.
259 The Liberty Boys at Bemis Heights ; or, Helping to Beat Burgoyne.
260 The Liberty Boys and the "Little Rebels" ; or, T he Boys Who
Bot hered the Brit ish.
261 The Liberty Boys at New London ; or, The F ort Griswold MasBoys and Thomd..I J elferson ; or, How T hey Saved t he
262 Thsea'l?berty
Governor.
263 The Libert y Boys Ba n ished ; or, Sent Away by General Howe.
264 ' The L ibert y Boys at t he Stat e Line ; or , Desperate Doings on t he
Dat1 R iver .
1 65 The L iberty Boys' T errible T rip ; or, On Time in Sp ite of Everything.
266 The Liberty Boys' Setback ; or , Beset by Redcoats, Redskin s, an d
Tories.
267 The Liberty Boys and t he Swede; or, The Scandinavian Recruit.
: or , Working Hard to Win.
268 The Liberty Boys' "Best Licks"
269 The Liberty Boys at Rocky Mount; 01-, ll elping Genernl Sumler.
; or , llunn ing the Royalist s
lators
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70
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252
253
254
255
256

to Cover.
271 The Liberty Boys a fter Fenton ; or, The Tory Desperado.
272 The Liber t y Boys and Captai n !<'alls: or, The Battle of Ramsour's Mii ls.
273 The Liberty Boys a t Brier Creek: or, ('b asing the Enemy .
274 The Libert y Boys and the Myster ious Frenchman: or, T he Secret
Messenger of Ki ng Louis.
275 The Libert y Boys after t he "Pine Robbers"; or, The Monmouth
County Ma r auders.
276 The Liberty 13oys and General Pickens ; or, Chasti s ing t he Chero.
kees.
277 The Liberty Boys a t Blackstock's; or, The Battle of Tyger River.
278 The Libert y Boys and t he "Busy Bees"; or, L ively Work all
.
Round.
279 The L iberty Boys and E mily Geiger ; or . After t he Tory Scouts.
280 The Liberty Boys' 200-M ile Retrea t; or , Chased from Catawba to
Virginia.
281 The L iberty Boys' Secret Orders: or, T he Treason of Lee.
282 The Liberty Boys and th e Hidden Avenger, ; or, T he Ma sked Man
of Kipp' s Bay.
283 The Liberty Boys a t Sp r ing H ill : or , After Cluny t he Trnltor.
284 Thi? Liberty Boys and Rebecca Mottes ; or , !f igh t ing With Fi re
Arrows.
285 Tbe Liberty Boys' Gallant Charge ; or, The Bayonet Fight at
Old Tappan.

286 The Llberty Boy s' Daring Raid ; or, not Times at Verplanck' s
P oint .
287 T he Liberty Boys and Simon Kenton; or, ~' ighting the British
1
288 T hoen £Pb~r?yh ~oys Beaten ·, or, Fighting at " Cock IIlll" Fort.
B d C
289 The Liberty Boys and Major Kelly; or, The Brave rl ge- utter.
290 T he Liberty Boys' Deadshot Baud; or, Ge neral Wayne and the
291 Th~u£\'b~~t~ Boys at Fort Schuyler; or, The Idiot ot German
F lats.
292 T he Liber ty Boys Out With IIerklmer; or, Fighting the Battle
of Oriskany.
293 The Liberty Boys and Moll Pitcher : or, The Brave Woman Gunner.
294 The Liberty Boys' Bold Dash: or, The Skirmish at PeeksklJI Bay.
295 T he Liberty Boys and Rochambeau : or , Fig hting wi th French Allies.
296 The Liberty Boys at Staten Island ; or, SpyiWc Upon the British.
297 Th e Liberty Boys With Pulnam ; or, Good \ ork in the Nutmeg
298 Th~t'J:1~erty Boys' Revenge; or, Punishing tho Tories.
29 9 The Lihert.y Hoys at nunderberg: or, Th e F a ll of the Highland Forts.
300 Tbe Liberty B'o ys with Wayne ; or, Daring Deeds at Stony Point.
30 1 T he Liber ty Boys as Cavalry l:lcouts; or, The Cb arge of Wa.ehingt.on's
Brigade.
30 2 Th e Liberty Boys on Island 6 : or, The Patriot of the Delaware.
303 The Liberty Boys' Gallant St and : or, Rounding up the Redcoats.
Out6n.uked; or, The Battle of Fort MUiiin.
304 The Liberty BBoys• H
1 Way to Freedom
c t t l Th er
t Fl ht
305 T he Liberty oys
·
g ; or, u ng
o
306 Tbe Liberty Boys' Night Attack; or, Fighting the Johnson
Greens.
307 T he Liberty Boys and Brave Jane M'Crea; or, After the Spy of
Hubbardton.
~OR Th e Lihertv Bo:vs Rt Wetzell's l\flll : or, Cheated by the British.
309 The Liberty Boys With Daniel Boone; or, The Battle ot Blue
Licks.
310 The Liberty Boys' Girl Allies; or, The Patriot Sisters ot ' 76.
311 The Liberty Boys' Hot Rally : or, Changing Defeat Into Victory.
312 The r,lberty Boys Disappoin ted ; or, Routed by the Redcoats.
313 Tbe Liberty Boys' Narrow gscape; or, Getting out of New York.
314 The Liberty Boys at Sag Harbor; or, The' Liveliest Day on Record.
315 Th e Liberty Boys In Danger : or. Warned In the Nick ot Time.
316 'l'he Liberty Boys' Failure: or, Trying to Catch a Traitor.
317 The Liberty Boys at Fort Herkimer; or, Out Against the Redskins.
318 The Liberty Boys' Dark Day : or, In the Face of Defeat.
319 The Liberty Boys at Quaker Hill; or, Lively Times In Little
Rhode Island.
320 Th e Liberty Boys' Fierce Charge ; or, Driving Out the Tories.
321 T he Liberty Boys' Hidden Foe: or. Working in the Dark.
322 'l'he Liberty Boys' Run of Luck ; 01-, Making th e Best ot Everything.
' Great Gen323 The Liberty Boys' Combination; or, Out With Three
erals.
324 T he Liberty Boys at Sunbury; or, A Hard Blow to Bear.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address oi;i recelpt of price, 5 cents p er copy, in money or postage stamps, by

l'BA.lf][ TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

Handsome Colored .Covers

•• ••

32 Pages of Reading Matter

\

Price 5

A new one issued every Friday

I

cen~ a co~Y.~1

This Weekly contains interesting stories of-smart boys, who win fam e and fortune by their abilitt to take
advantage. of passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of
our most successful self-made men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUilLISltlm.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or, -The Cutesi Boy In Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Lu ck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn; br, How a Chica~o Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game ot Chance; or, The Boy "'ho Won Out.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy In Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor In Green River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The R ecord or a Self-Made Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or. The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston l:loy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough ; or, A Brave Boy·s Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy In Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing ; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Young Trader In Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
19 A Rise In Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy In Wall Street.
21 All to the Good ; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, '.rhe Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It 'l.'hrough; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator ; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 '!'he Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or. '.rhe Boy Who Made a Million .
28 A Golden Risk; or, Th!l Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner ; or, The Boy Wh o Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece: or, The Boy Brokers of 'Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island
32 Adrift on the World ; or, Worki ng His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy In Wall Street.
34 Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy In the World.
36 Won by Pluck ; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
37 Beating the Brokers; or, Th e Boy Who " Couldn' t be Done."
38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 !'<ever Say Die ; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man ; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
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!:loss of the_ Market : or, The Greatest Boy ~ n Wall Street.
Tb~ Ch ance or His Life; or. 'l'he Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
Striving for J!'ortune; or, From Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
Out tor Business; or, 'l'he Smartest Boy in Town.
A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking It ltt ch In Wall Street.
Through Thick and Thin ; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
Doing His Leve l Best; or, Working His Way Up.
Always un Deck; or, 'l'he Boy Who Made His Mark.
.
A Mint of llloney; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
The Ladder of Fame ; or From Office Boy to Senator.
On the Square; or, '.rhe Success of an Honest Boy.
After a l~ortun e; or, The Pluckiest Boy In the West.
Winning the Dollars; or, The Young Wo nder of Wall Street.
Making His Mark; or, The l:loy Who Became President.
Heir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
Lost In the A'ndes; or. The 'l'reasu re of the Burled City.
On His Mettle ; or, A Plucky Boy In Wall Street.
A Lucky Chance ; or, Taking l~o rtun e on the Wing.
The Road to Success; or, 'l.'he Career of a Fortunate Boy.
Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy In Wall Street.
Rising In the World; or, l•' rom l•'actory Boy to Manager.
F rom Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
A Start In Life; or, A Bright Boy's Ambition.
Out for a Million; or, 'l.'he Young Midas of Wall Street.
Every Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Best.
GS Money to Burn ; or, 'l'he Shrewdest Boy In Wall Street.
69 An Eye to Business; or, The Boy Who Was Not Asleep.
70 Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitious Boy In Wall Street.
71 On to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got Ahead.
72 A Bid for a Fortune ; or, A Country Boy In Wall Street.
73 Bound to Rise; or. Fighting His Way to S uccess.
74 Ou t for the Dolla rs: or, A Smnr t Boy in ·wall Street.
7 5 For F'n.me and Fortune; or, ThA Boy "Vho Won Both.
7 6 A Wall Street Winner; or, Making a Mint of Money.
e
77 The Road Lo Wealth; or. 'l.'h e Boy Wh'o Found it Out.
7 8 On the Wi11g; Qr, 'l'hA Young Mercury of Wall Street. t
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